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PREFACE 
,J/ 
This report documents work completed for the National Aeronautiq's and 
Space Administration under contract NAS9-6288, "Charring Ablation Peti£ormance 
in Turbulent Flow," issued through the Manned Spacecraft Center, Hou.~ton, 
Texas 77058. 
i'1).SA technical monitor was Mr. D. M. Curry of the Thermal Technology 
Branch of th e structures and Me chan ic s Divis ion. The Boeing Company program 
manager was Mr. V. Deriugin, Head of structural Heating of Spacecraft 
Mechanics and Materials Technology of the Space Division. 
The authors express their appreciation to Mr. Deriugin for his original 
conception of the program, helpful suggestions and imparted vision; to R. L. 
Stevens for his able manipulation of the arc plasma test facility; to R. L. 
Colony for his contributions in numerical analysis and computer programming; 
and to B. E. Nelson for contributions to the problem descriptioll. 
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CHARRIrG ABIATION ,PF!RFORMANCE 
'---::j 
IN 'ruRBULENT FLOW 
by 
I' ( 
/ .) 
/, 
R. S. Gaudette, E. P. del Casal, and P. A. Crowder 
SUMMARY 
The ablation performance of Avcoat.5026-39H('/a in turbulent boundary layer 
flow is investigated analytically and experiu,.entatly. An integral method is 
used to determine the heat, mass, and momentum t/ansfer in the equilibrium 
boundary layer with mass injection for the laminar through fully turbulent flow 
regimes. Phenomena occurring on the surface of or within the ablating material 
are correlated when possible on the basis of analytical models developed, !ias 
well as experimental data generated under this contract and available elsewhere. 
Solutions of these two analyses are coupled through the surface temp~rature and 
mass injection rste. Overall ablation l'erformance can then be described for . 
various environmen~-1 conditions. Specifically, the Apollo heat shield per-
formance is predicted at selected boqy locations for two trajectories. 
The results obtained in this program represent an advance in the state-of-
the-art of predicting the ablation performance of complex epoxy novolac and 
silica-based ablation materials and a first in obtaining turbulent flow condi-
tions and ablation data in a plasma jet on a flat plate at enthalpies largely 
in excess of 2000 Btu/lb. 
The results show that ablation performance can be predicted with reason-
able cor~idence using semi-empirical correlation techniques verified b,y experi-
mental data; however, extrapolation to regimes signlfi~antly beyond those veri-
fied and -I,:;b othermaterials will require addi tiona! experimental data. 
Tvo computer programs were developed, in the course of the present study. 
One predicts the heating rate to the ablating surface and the other the ablation 
performance .. (surface recession, char laye"" thickness, etc.) of the a.bla.tion 
material investigated ,(Avocat 5026 - 39H.r./a) in laminar and turbulent flow. The 
description of the analytical and experimental work performed is given in 
Volume I, whereas a detailed deScTiption and write-up of the computer programs 
developed are given in Volume II of this report. 
IN'mOD~TION, 
In predicting ablation performance of the Apollo heat shield several 
problem areas lJJ.ve required f'ln-ther study. Among the several factors to be 
') 
// 
'( 
\ ( 
;/ 
// 
"-' 
accounted for have been: prediction of heat transter rates in all flow regimes 
with boundary la;)i'er injection; introduction of a transition criterion in 
boundary layer analysis; prediction of surface re~ession; in turbulent flow; 
and the development of experimental techniques to obtain ground test data to 
verify predictions for ablation performance in a turbulent boundary ~ar. 
Studies performed ··urta~r "contract hs 9-6288 related to these problems are 
presented herein. 
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SYMBOLS 
stoichiometric factor defined in eq. (Bll) 
cross-section area 
chemical'repre'sentation ot species i (reac't8nt);(;overall ditfusiV~rY 
for species 11
li\ 
Arrhenius factor tor ,gas com~~st1on 
parameter in eq. (3); constant on p&ge 22 
J8Tameter in eq. (21) tor smooth incaapressible flow; speed dr-'-smmd 
act1vat:flon energy 
chemical representation of flpecies i (pi',ociuct) 
~ \ ) 
blowing parameter based on stanton number, ~~ 
parameter in eq. (3) 
parameter in eq. (22) 
c - ~ 
, \\., 
loeaJ. skin friction cOt!fficient, Z T~ lE?eu..e:<.; . 
mass flux fraction of combustibl.e species ttj it undergo1i~ 
.instantaneoUs combuStion Ii 
'.) /,' 
specific heat at constant pressure 
specific heat at constant volume 
constant in eq. (21) 
'f 
dit:ruaiv1ty ot species "i" into IlixtUl"e 
b1nar,y diffusion coefficient 
constant in elq. (21) 
i, 
) 
F 
f 
g 
fi 
\\ 
I' 
H 
h, ~h 
IA 
J 
K 
K 
i3 
K1.,2 ••• 
k 
Le 
J, 
M 
M 
e 
M 
. 
m 
11 
N 
n 
p 
Pr 
Pr'* 
ratio of wall mass flux to free stream mass now, fJw v"" 'eeLle. 
fraction of pyrolysis gas combusttng 
gravitational constant 
heat transfer coefficient' based on enthalpy, Pe Ltc! cst 
total enthal~, h + (u2/2gJ) 
specific enthalpy 
arc cUlTent 
I Joules constant 
elemental mass fraction 
roughness height 
empirical constants in eqs. (26), (27), and (34) 
thermal conductivity; universal. constant,' 1./~ 
Lewis number 
mixing length 
molecular weight 
lthch rltimber at tbe bo'llildary layer edge 
mass flow rate 
mass flux, ev 
constant on page 24 
function in eq. (15) 
constant on page 24 
total pressm-e 
Prandtl nUmber 
Prandtl number based on ratio ot total eddy dif~ivities of 
momentum and energy 
Pd duct static pressure (end of closed duct) 
altitude chamber static pressure 
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4 
static pressure 
energy input to arc beater and heat loss to cooling water 
constant in eq. (22) 
hea t n ux ~ t the surface 
Reynolds number 
constant in eq. (22) 
radius of revolution of body 
shape factor for veloCity 
Schmidt number 
thermal shape factor 
displacement shape factor 
Stanton number 
surface recession rate, m! (/c 
static temperature 
local velo~::!i ty component in x-direc'tion 
scaled local veloCity, u/u 
e 
arc voltage 
local velocity component in y-direction 
vater mass flow rate 
mass fraction of species i 
! \\ 
sink or source term in species conserJition equation 
coordinate along surface 
coordinate normal to ablator surface within the boundary l~er 
boundary layer sbear distance, JTw/(?~ 
boundary ~er shear thickness 
compressibility factor 
dista'(ice normal to ablator surface within so11d, z = -y 
// 
cx... 
L 
dimensionless mass transfer parameter,' 2F/Cf 
m /m 
c p 
stoichianetric coefficient of specie;s i (reactant) 
velocity gradient 
stlochi'pmetric coefficient of species 'l (product) 
i \ fI )( 
stoic}:;li.ometric mass ratio 
'jf "~.'. 
ratio of specific heats, cplc
v 
boundary layer thickness 
emissivity; exponent in eq~ (5) 
eddy diffusi v1:ty of momentum 
ra tio of ~ v I I to I u I I 
ratio of Stanton number to skin friction 
~ scaled distance from surface, y/fJ· 
.A. pyrolysis gas canbustion :parameter, defined in eq. (m2) 
t-. reduced raq.ius, r/R 
i· 
P 1,2, ••• 
rp 
cp 
molecular viscosity 
kinematic voscosity 
density 
stefan-Boltzmann constant 
shea.r stress 
"function of," eqs. (26), (27), (31) .. (32), and tB) 
dimensionless ratio, e.g., <{Jp 
blocking function 
(j;) ratio of mixing length to distance from wall, l/y 
Subscri~ts : 
b bulk condition 
5 
c char condition; solid combustible species (in Appendix B) 
D condition based on displa~~ent thickness 
e condi tion at boundary(;1ayer edge 
g gas 
H conditions based on total enthalpy 
i species "i" in chemical reactions of the type rex. A. = E fA. B· 
L L ~ l\..'./L L 
j species ".1 n 
M conditions based on momentum thickness 
m \ conditions based on displacement thickness 
max maximum 
min minimum 
o oxidant 
p; wrolysis gases 
pyr pyrolysis reaction 
r pyrolysis gas species reacting with oxidant 
R condition based on hydraulic radius 
rad 'I'refers to radiation to ablator surface 
s stagnation condition 
sub refers to sublimation 
surf refers to surface 
T conditions based on static temperature 
vp virgin plastic 
w 
x 
6 
water flow 
,. 
, . 
conditions at local value of x 
conditions referred to boundary layer thickness 
viscosity 
p density 
() smooth wall 
0 condition at no blOWing 
O,w wall conditions 
00 free st.ream or undisturbed !'!ondition 
approaching from negative d.irection 
+ approaching from positive direction 
Superscripts: 
, " , 
other: 
total quantity (molecular plus turbulent) 
dummy variable indicators in integrations 
fluctuating variable (with time) 
average quanti~y 
[ ] concentration of (in terms of partial pressure) 
-----'~.-
o( ) order of magnitudb of ;? 
( , ( gas, solid states, r:/-'~spectively (for chemical species) 
GENmAL APPROACH T(/ ANALYSIS 
The overall problem in predicting aplation performance has been divided 
into two analysis regimes: 1) description of the gas phase heating environ-
ment; and 2) description of the condensed phase (ablator) phenomena. 
Conditions at the ablator-gas phase interface serve to couple the two analys~~ 
in order to obtain a solution of the whole problem. When possible, the /~.c 
analyses have been compared with experimental data in order to deduce ne<:essary 
empirical forms and constants. Appendix D presents a summa.ry desc:ription of 
the app-roach taken in progr8.DlJ1ing the solutions to the two problems. A 
detailed description of the computer pro~ developed is g1,v~rt in VolUme II of 
this report. 
7 
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Boundary Iayer Ana.l.yC;;.1s 
The most successf'ul semi-empirical models for turbulent shear flow are 
the mixing length models typified by those of Prandtl, von Karman, and ~lor. 
Although each/is based on a different hypothesis, their degree of success in 
correlating experimental date. and predicting turbulent flow behaviour has not 
been significantly different. The merits and weaknesses of the different 
mixing length models are discussed in many standard reference texts dealing 
with turbulent flow; one can, for example, refer to Hinze (~ef. 1), Bai (ref. 2) 
Schlichting (ref. 3), and others. 
'Using Prandtl' s expression for the mixing length, calculations were made 
(refs. 4 and 5) to determine the effect of mass injection on heat transfer in 
turbulent boundary layer flows. In these analyses, it was assumed that the 
turbulent boundary layer can be divided into two regions, namely, a laminar 
sublayer and a turbulent core~ In addition, it was assumed that the shear 
stress across the boundary layer is constant and that the flow is locally 
similar. The theory predicts a reduction in skin friction and wall heEl,t 
transfer in the presence of mass transfer that compares favorably with experi-
ment. 
Tb account for shear stress variation across the boundary layer, van 
Driest (ref. 6) solved the heat transfer problem by assuming a linear shear 
distribution. Only the case of an impermeable vall was considered. Using 
available data f'ran the Ii tel"$,ture, Spalding, et ale (ref. 7) were able to 
develop satisfactory cor.relations taking into account mass transfer and com-
pressibUi ty effects on tm-bulent bOlmdary layer heat transfer. 
,0 
Recently, Kendall, et ale (ref. 8) analyzed the incompressible boundary 
layer uair~ a continuous expression for the mixing length. The boundar,ylayer 
was divided into two regions, the law of the wall region and the wake region. 
tnthe law of the wa.ll region, the flOW' was assumed to be locally similar, 
-Qil!~reaS in the wake region, two-dimensional effects were included. The two 
r(egions were matched at their interface so that the velocity and boundary layer 
growth were con~iL1'uoUS. '!beir formulation DB.Y' possibly be modified to take 
into account boUtidarylayer transition and compressible flow effects. 
Recently, del Casal and ROh (ref. 9) treated the inca.pressible turbulent 
boundary layer flaw problem b.Y using a continuous expression tor the mixing 
J;ength based-on Prandtl' s hypothesis and by assuming a linear stress distribu-
'tion, thus by-pessing the procedure ot Etching several regions within the ; .. 
boundary layer. The results obtained in this analysis agree very favorably-c 
with experimental data on incc:mpressible t~bulent\boundary layer ,flow. In 
addition, they suggest a method of s~-emp1rieall.y treating the whole boundary 
layer (i.e., the laminar, transition { and tully turbulent regimes) ~"ing a 
single expression for eddy vis~o~~ty. In view of the very favorable results 
obtained for incompressible flow and the relative stmpllc1ty of the method, it 
was modified for the present program to include the effects of' JlBSS transf'er, 
compressibility, pressure gradients, and n.riable physical properties. 
8 
where 
and 
The expression for the mixing length used here is 
.i = r {1- [1- W(O)J e - *} 
W(o) = hm (1 ) 
~-:-o r 
1 
= rp -~1 
£.Y+-a. 
..1..t:!L.-
b 
where ~l 1s the normalized laminar sub-layer thickness. 
(1) 
The parameters a and b determine respectively the initiation of transition and 
the extent of the transition region. The eddy diffusivity of momentum thus 
becomes 
.. 
The above expression was originally used by Gill and Scher (ref. 10), 
without the term containing 00(0), who obtainea. excellent correlations for 
(4) 
the velocity profiles in fully developed flow through smooth pipes and 
channels. Lee and Gill (ref. 11) applied the same expression to consider heat 
and mass transfer for both constant and variable property turbulent now in 
smooth channels. 
The novelty of the expression for the eddy viscosity, OM' used by Gill 
and Scher (ref. 10) rests in its ability to predict with sufficient acc\~cy 
the flow behavior in the turbulent as well as transition regimes for bounded 
flow. (In the present formulation, allowance can be made for rough walls, 
00(0) ~ 0; this, however, will not be considered here.) This suggests an 
immediate applicability to external flows. Since the viscous damping factor, 
( [ (.i)(O)]. - lfJ'L ) z, , \.1- 1 - Jc e.. is a function of boundary layer thickness,· wall mass 
transfer, and external flow conditions, and since this factor determines the 
flow behaviour in the laminar sublayer as well as the transition or buffer sub-
layer, it would not be unreasonable to ass\llle that the SBlIIe expression applies 
to the determination of the flow behaviour of the laminar, transition, and 
turbulent regioDs,of the boundary' lay'er. An analogy between transition, layer-
vise and reg1on .. wise, is thus ~thes1zed. 'Dlis was dellOnstrated by del casal 
and KOh (ref. 9) when they applied the same logic to the incompressible flat 
plate. It is sigain used here. 
\ ~, 
9 
p ji 
;:;'-
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Mathematical fo~ation of the prob~.- The problem concerns itself with 
the sinrul taneous transfer of heat, DIlSS, /iand momentum from a surface immersed 
in a fluid stream under conditions such that the flow adjacent to the surface 
(the boundary layer) is turbulent. A schematic diagram of the physical con-
figuration is given in figure 1. The surface is assumed to consist of a 
decomposable material (the ablator) such "toot under severe thermal environ-
,ments, the gross heat nux to the surface vill be balanced by the absorption 
and conduction of energy by the decomposing material, the reduction of heat 
flux by the blocking effect of mass injection, and the re-radiation of energy 
into the external stream. The equations governing the transport processes in 
such a system are given by the two-dimensional boundary layer equations which 
may be- found in any standard reference text on the subject (see, for example, 
Dorrance, ref. 12). NUmerical solutions to the boundary layer equations 
together with their associated conditions, ~ be obtained by suitable numer-
ical schemes if expressions for the eddy diffusivities of momentum, energy, 
and mass are known. It is usual proactice to assume that the turbulent Prandtl 
and Schmidt numbers are unity-
Instead of a rigorous numerical solution to the exact equations, an 
integral approach is used here. . In terms of accuracy , the integral method is 
second only to the exact solution and in terms of labor, it is an order of 
magni tude less than the exact numerical scheme. 
Toe integral bound.a!ty layer equations are: 
Continuity 
(5) 
Species Conservation 
dRtDi _ I?D . . [d(nut, _ (1-5 .) dfnroE._ 0. .w.·' d.(n(al4w't:L l =p _ dR.l~ '~\ L dRt;x: ml d.Re1- ml tt. dRi r j i~ 
(6) 
M:>mentum 
(7) 
Ener&r 
(8) 
Discontinuities in the enthalpy and ~~cies protiles such as would occur 
if combustion flame fronts occur in th~boundar,y layer ofter no particular 
difficulties. These wi~ not be dis~d8sed.here. A combustion model based on 
10 
.l:' 
J) 
:; 
Ji 
the concept of reaction fronts is given in Appendix A. \! 
Ii 
~thod of solution. - To obtain sufficiently acci~ate infortlBtion on the 
- 1 transfer coefficients, i.e., the heat, mass, and momentum 'transfer coefficients 
(skin t,'<,riction coefficient), approxiI'~tate profiles for the velocity, enthalpy, 
and species concentrations must first be generateq. and then used in the integral 
,) 
equations" For turbulent boundary layer floW's, the assumption of local similar-
i ty (whf ch in this case mean's that the veloc1 ty, enthalpy, anii species concen-
tration profiles are essentially solely dependent o'n the scaled distance from 
the wall, y/ 8 ) is very close to reality. Thus, the velocity, enthalpy, and 
species concentration distributions may be obtained from the asymptotic 
boundary layer equat!ons where all derivatives with respect to the coordinate 
alon~ the surface are omitted: 
Cont:i.nuity 
Species Conservation 
drev) - 0 dW'" -
,t 
(10) 
(ll) 
Energy 
(12) 
1 = 0 :, f).F OJ T = TW ) ((l1/) I OJ and.. Wi = W;;o 
'/ =$ : tJ.-= i-LO T ~ Te.; W; = ""'i,e. (14) 
Solutions to the above eque.tlons may libe 'obtained in closed form W'~ich upon 
rearrangement yield the velocity prol:ile, I: ~.~~ i/ 
.~!\ 
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where: 
(16) 
\\ for incompre~§ible flOW' along a fla.t plate; the enthalpy profl1.e, 
:,1 
where: 
(18) 
and the species concentration profile., 
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where 
(20) 
equations (10), (11), and (12) are then used tn the integral equations (15), 
(17), and (19) to determine the heat, mass, and momentum transfer coefficients 
as functions of distance along the surface. .. 
Determination of the transition region.- ~~~ev1ously stated, the para-
meters a and b in the expression for the eddy d1ftusivity of momentum indicate, 
respectively, the point along the b~undary layer where transition starts and 
the ~tent of the transition region. The parameter a may be considered as the 
lover limi t+for the momentum thickness belcnf Which turbulence cannot o;cur. 
'lbus, for y :s; a, the flow is always laminar. On the other band, if y > a, 
the flow ma~ no longer be purely laminar, in all prQbabili ty it will.. sfart 
becoming turbulent. The extent to which it has bee.PIIle turbllent is determined 
by the ratio (y+ - a)/b where (y+ - a) may be looked. upon as a "turbulence 
inducing potent!'al" and b as them"viscous' impedance" of the boundary layer 
that opposes the turbulence. To illustrate the point, if b is very small (as 
in the'case of large mass injection), once y+ becomes larger than a, the 
tran~ition trom laminar to tully turbulent !fow is almost abrupt whereas for 
very large b the transition is ,,.ery gradulJl.. It must be pointed out here that 
for the very first time a unifying expression is being used that is applicable 
to the wl101e boundary layer spectrum, the laminar, transition, and tully 
turbulent regimes~ 
The cri t;~al transition point for boundary layer flov is lalown to 'be 
dependent on l'~§veral parameters: the momentum thickness, tree-stream-t<.')-vall 
temperature ration, unit Reynolds number, tree stream tech number, ass trans-
fer, f"ree stream pressure gradient, sU't'face roughness, and. tree stream, 
, ' 
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turbulence (refs. 13 and 14). The parameters a and b are thus dependent on all 
the var1.ables mentioned.. In the present program, only a cursory attempt has 
been made to obtain suitable expressions for a and b to encompass the effects 
of the different t\~bulence inducing mechanisms. For incompressible flow along 
an impermea.ble and smooth flat plate, a and b are constant anq _!"(!spectively 
equal to approximately 80 and 22. To accolmt for heat and ~6is transfer effect~ 
and cmrrpressibility, the folloving expressions are used:'".: 
a = ,ao (~: t (1 + f~ 1 NI; t 
where a = 80, b = 22;' and c, d, q, and r are emp1rica.l.ly determined !ionstan~s. For £he present program, c = 0, d = ~, q = r = ~. 
Charrir~ Ablator Analysis 
(21) 
(22) 
With the external environment described b.Y the 'boundary layer program, it 
remains to describe the performance of the a.blative material itself. The" 
basic approach taken is to satisfY a heat balance, with mass flux terms based 
on correlation,f;) developed from test data.-The overall direction of this 
analysis is to pred1.ct the surfsce recession rate. 
An approximate heat balance at the surface is given by: 
Heat In: 
( CO~~~TION ) + PyRoLYSIS GAS + 01~R. +( ~\~ON ) COM6u5T\ON cOM6U~"'\ON II TO 50 . AC1.. 
,", 
. 
·fm p AHc /p rh A~\ C- o 1f ~o + + + ~raJ.. c<:/ 
= t4 eot. aLit: 
CAAgt~~JRO~ + llE~.(; 5rllRED ""\ 
__ \~ __ P __ ~ __ ~_IS __ G_M~~ ___ ~ 
= 
+ GueUM.~TIO~) 
+ rit~b L1 ~5ub 
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This balance neglects the contributions due to sensible heat storage and heat 
conduction through the ablator back wall, both of which are negligible in the 
test data available for analysis (using eXtent property values). The net bot 
wall convected beat l/J~o is calculated f'rOIl'/ the boundary layer program by 
iteration with the beat balance, and should include roughness effects on heat 
transfer. ~"or analy~is of ablation test data, a preli1ll1nary es;'t1mate of 1/1 
may be determined tram figure . 2 (reproduced from ref. 22), tin order to 
~educe an estimate of roughness effects on heat transfer when these are 
a"pr"I"\"'~ 'mknown. (The importance of roughness effects is demonstrated in 
TablE: X , IoIhere for the experiment·>, conducted for this contract, it was deduced 
that convective heat transfer increased by as much as 29l~ due to surface 
roughness.) 
'!be combustion terms are derived from. a priori chemical models (see 
Appendix B). For a siliceous char former such as the Apollo material, the 
following system of reactions is assumed to occur simultaneously in air at 
• temperatures above circa 3500 R: 
Reaction 1 
Ii 
/I 
, Reaction 2 
Reaction 3 
On the basis of char composition, the surface comb~t1on becomes: 
Ret\ction 4 
(SiOz) s + 5(C)'j - ZOz = (5; 0)1' + Oeo 
The Arrhenius kinetic constants for reactions 1 and 2 have not been 
firmly established.in t~e literature (see refs. 16, 17, 18, and 19). At telllP-
eratures below - 3500 R, there is exper1me~t.~ evide~ce that the principal 
reaction is 3; a white siliceous residue remains in thi'~ case, suggesting that 
in-depth oxidation of carbon takes place within the c~,/. While this reaction 
appears to occur under the test conditions achieved under this con~ract, the u • 
surface recession noted is considered to be due to sh,&r removal of the 
siliceous residue, and onl.yindirectl.y to reaction 3rt On the basis of roA data 
and char compositions, the pyrolysis ~ses have an aSSigned formula C2H4.50 
suggesting the presence of acetylene {C2~) and vater (~O), and/ or methane 
(CB4) and carbon monoxide (CO). Such components have been detected in gases 
Produced by flash pyr61ysis of an epoxy resin (ref. 20). The rate of com.bustion 
of the surface materials seems to be appreciably reduced b,y competing pyrolysis 
ga,s combustion. This reduction may be accoWlted tor in a relationship ot the 
type: 
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(24) 
"where m max is a maximum uncorrected surface mass flux due to oxidation in 
the per%inent reaction model and regime (kinetic-, traJlsition-, or diffusion-
controlled), and .A is a correction factor designed to take into account the 
pyrolysis p:as combustion, but which also appears to account for shrinkage. A 
correlation for.Jl is presented in "Correlation of Test rata". By removing 
oxygen, the combustion processes also affect the rate of sublimation of Si~, 
. whiph thermodyna.m:1ca.l~ sublimes principally to (SiO)g + ~ 02. The shea.r ,. 
removal term has to be correlated (e.g., t9Correlation of Test lata") since/the· 
effective shear strength is unknown for a melting, multi component charred 
residue ll..'ldergoing oxidation. For the purpo,se of reducing the complexity of . 
iterating for 1IJio 'the mass f'lux of pyrolysis gases my be obtained by correla-: 
tion rather than by a transient charring ablator analysis. It is also hoped 
that, in this way, accounting in detail vill be avoided forphenomena such as 
char densification, sintering, intumescence, unknown in situ char tbgrmal 
conductivity, internal reactions between char components and/or pyrolysis gas 
species, and unknown pyrolysis gas specific heat. \ 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
Wind Tunnel Facilities 
All testing was conducted in the Boeing Min1a.rc E arc-heated ;plasma. 
facility. Associated with the arc heater is a two-dimensional l-Bch 2.5 nozzle 
a.nd a 1- by 4-in(:rr~rectangular duct which is attached to the arc jet plenum 
chamber. The pl~sma. tunnel exhausts into a vacuum chamber capable of altitude 
simulation to 260,000 feet. Power sources for the arc ar·e four 4o-ld.lowatt 
selenium rectifier units, four 250-kilowatt motor generators, and three 200-
kilowati ' '~;ngine-driven generators. PhotograJ,ils of the facility are seen in 
figur,es 3 and 4, 
A diagram of the plasm tunnel facility is seen ip figure 5. '1b~ heat 
source :J.S a tungsten-copper constricted arc heater. ihwnstream of the' arc 
I!.·heate.,i.:r"!;are the plenum chamber and the two-dimensional supersonic nozzle'. The 
tunnel,~iconfiguration downstream of the nozzle is dependent upon whether lam.taar 
or tUl"1~ulent flow is desired in the test section. For laminar flow, the duct 
section and test section i,are attacbed to the nozzle section. In the turbulent' 
flow configuration, the c.\uct extension, section followed by the boUDdary layer 
trip section are placed between the nozzle section and the duct and test 
sections. This al.lows for tully deye'loped turbulent nov to 'be established in 
the duct by the time t?e flow enters the test section. 
The test section is designed to accept either 4. by 8- by 2-1nch thick 
flat plate ablation specimens or the specially designed calibration plate. The 
test section is an open channel; that Is, the top surface or the duct bas been 
removed. During tunnel operation the altitude chamber pressure was adjusted to 
equal the static pressure of the duct flow just upstream of the test section in 
order to minimize disturbance of the boundary layer profile of the flow entering 
the test section. '!be open channel allows for d1.splacement of the centerline 
streamline in accordance with the mass injected into the boundary la~rer during 
I) the ablation process as well as providing unrestricted DIOtion-pictur(~ and total 
radiation pyrometer coverage of the specimen. ' 
The basic instrumentation utilized included water-cooled asymptotic calor-
imeters and pressure taps for facilit.y calibration, platinum-platinum l3~ 
rhodium thermocouples for instrumenting the ablation specimens, a total radia-
tion pyrometer for determining char surface temperatures, and a motion picture 
camera for recording test events. In addition, a total pressure probe was used 
to determine pressure profiles ot the plasma flow at the entrance to the test 
section. 
~otographs of the plasma. tunnel in thi/turbulent flow configuration and 
in the laminar flow configurations are seen in figures 6 and 7~ respectively. 
Wind Tunnel Calibration 
The flow field of the duct section and the test section were calibrated 
at conditions bracketing the laminar and turbulent flow~onditions of the abla-
~ion tests for both nitrogen and reconstituted air atmospheres. 
Figure 5 is a diagram of the plasma tunnel showing calorimeter and pressure 
tap locations for both the Jaminar and turbulent flow configurations. 
Calibration of the duct section was accomplished by using five water-
cooled asymptotic calorimeters and five static pressure ports located as shown 
in figure 5 along the "model side" of t..be duct wall. It is noted that the in-
strumentation of the duct section in the lam1nar flow configuration can be 
utilized to characterize the flow in the duct extension section for the turbu-
lent flow configuration for identical conditions of arc power and mass flow rate. 
'1he calibration plate of figure 5 is shawn in greater detail in figure 8. 
This plate was fabricated to characterize the plasma flow through the tunnel 
test section. It contains five water-cooled asymptotic ~~or1meters and four 
static pressure ports located as shown in figm:oes 5 and 8. 
'nle results of the calibration runs are shown in figure 9. Plotted as 
functions of distance tram the nozzle exit plane (the downstream edge of t~e 
nozzle section) are the cold-wall beat transfer rates as measured by the water-
cooled asymptotic calorimeters and the wall static pressure. Figure £ 9a - 9d 
are for tUl"bulent flow in nitrogen and reconstituted air at a mass flow rate 
of 0.075 ibm/sec; figures ge - 9hare for turbulent flow in nitro@:~n and re-
constituted air at a masl flow rate of 0.100 l~sec; and figure. 9i .. 91 are 
tor laminar flow in nitrogen and reconstituted air at a mass flow rate of 
0.060 lb,./sec. The bulk total enthalpy called out in figure 9 represents the 
average total enthalp,y over the t~st seetion 8S determined trom the beat 
balance. 
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Figure 1 1.s presented fiB pe.rt of the evidence of the existence of turbulent 
flow in the plasma tunnel. The turbulent heat transfer plots show a slow 
decrease in laminar heating at the entrance of the duct seqt10n followed by 
transition to turbulent flow. The turb~ent heat transfer rate then decays 
slowly through the test section of the tunnel. The shift in the point of 
transition in the downstream direction with lower Reynolds number is also 
eVident. A comparison of the nitrogen heating rate curves for 0.075 Ibm/sec 
and 0.10 IbJsec show the upstrea.rn shift in the tmnsition point due to increased 
Reynolds number.-
Another devi~e used for calibrating the plasma tunnel was a total pressure 
probe. The info~\tion obtained is an additional indication of the existence 
of turbulent flow. The cylindrical pressure probe of 1/4-inch diameter was 
used to record the pressure history of the plasma flow at the entrance to the 
test section. Traverses of the flow field were mde across the I-inch dimen-
sion of the 1- by 4-inch duct at two planes; one a'tuthe duct centerline and 
the second a.t a plane I-inch to the right of the duct centerline as viewed by 
an upstream observer. All pressure surveys were made with the head of the 
probe 1/4-inch downstream of the plane of the duct-test section interface with 
neither the calibration plate nor an ablation specimen in position in the test 
section. Figure D shows t,ypical laminar and turbulent profiles. 
Analytica.lly, results of computations based on reference 21 'give a critical 
Reynolds number of 6500 based on a duct hydraulic diameter D. The tmmel con-
ditions achieved during calibration show Re,ynolds numbers up ~o 18,500, further 
substantiating the existence of turbulent flow. 
A methOd for determining the edge conditions for a turbulent boundary 
layer inside a duct is given in Appendix C. Using these values and the measured 
heat fluxes, values for the Stanton number were obtained. A comparison between 
the experimentally obtained Stanton numbers with those predicted by the ~urbu­
lent boundary l~er computer program is shown in figure 11. Excellent agree-
ment is obtained. 
The selected ablation spectmen test conditions provide for the ~eatest 
possible spread in heat transfer rate and shear environment whil'~ sWing 
within the operatLng envelope of the plasma facility. Table I shows a matrix 
of the conditions achieved duripg the testing of instrumented models. 
Model Design and Construction 
'l'W'enty test specimens were fE'bricated as 4- by 8-inch flat plates. '!be 
thickness of a.ll models was 2 inches. Instrumentation of the specimens was 
confined to an area much smaller than 4- by 8-inches to reduce possible sources 
of error due to corner, edge, and perturbation effects. The first 3 inches of 
the model were lett uninstrumented to minimize flow establishment effects in 
the transition between duct and open channel flow. A l-inch margin was main-
tained in both sides of the model to ndnim1zeconqu~t1on effects, and a 2-inch 
margin was left at the rear to reduce edge effects. This lett a strip of 3-
inches along the stream. direction'and 2 .. inches wide in which to locate thermo-
couples. 
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The thermocouples used in this test were constructed of 3-~11l platinum-
platinum l3~ rhodium wire. The thermocouple beads were formed using an inert 
gas electrical discharge welder. Figure 12 shows the location and arrangement 
of the thermocouples. 
Recessing the forward thermocouples ensures that they will not protrude 
into the stream and disturb the downstream data. Arranging three thermo-
couples at the same level side-to-si.de prov.1des triplication of data along a 
near-isotherm. As seen in figure 12, the depths of the thermocouples fell into 
t~ee groups. The first group with thermocouples at no~~al depths of 0.05, 
0.10, and 0.15 inches was used for the laminar flow te8ts~,in both nitrogen and 
reconst1 tuted air. The second group with thermocouples a-t:\nom1nal depths of 
0.05 J' 0.15, and 0.30 inches was used for the tw.·bulent flow'<t.f'~~S in nitrogen 
atmospheres. '!be third grrup with thermocouples at nominal depths of 0.;10, 
0.30, and 0.60 inches was used for turbulent flow tests in reconstituted air 
atmospheres. This placement of thermocouples was based on computer analyses 
using the CHARM program (ref. 22) and tests of uninstrumented models. The 
ultimate objective of this placement of the thermocouples was to have the 
shallowest thermocouples completely eroded a~ during the test time, the mid-
depth thermocouples remain in the char l~er, ~nd the deepest thermocouples to 
remain at or near the final degradation plane. 
Figure 13 shows a typical ablation model in pos~tion on its mounting plate. 
The models were bonded by a high temperature epoxy cement to the aluminum model 
holder. 'Ibis assemblyl)was -Chen bolted into position in the test section of the 
plasma. tunnel during 'testing 0 
Figure 14 shows an enlargement of a typical thermocouple installation. As 
can be gathered from this figure, the method of thermocouple installation 
coupled with the O.OO3-inch wire diameter required a high degree of skill in 
model instrumentation. The requirements for small wire diameter and location 
of the leads nearly along isotherms to.minimize errors due to heat conduction 
in the thermocouple wires, in keeping wi tb the findings of Dow (ret. 23), 
dictated the procedure followed here. Prior to testing, all models were 
X-rayed in order to precisely locate the thermocouple beads in relation to the 
model surface. T.able II gives the actual depths of all thermocouples as 
obtained from the model X-rays. It should be noted that the underside of the 
model holder was enclosed in a vater-cooled copper box which protected the 
instrumentation leads from the recirculating hot gases inside the altitude 
chamber of the plasma facility. 
!blel Testing 
~e procedure toll oWed in testing the .inat1"UlleDted ablation models is 
discussed in this section. Table I is a matrix of the conditions attained 
during testing. 
~. 
The first step in the test ot a given model i8 installation of the .odel 
in the test section and hookup and veritication ot all instru.entation. The 
bolt holes in the&lUlllinta lIOdel holder were drUled aligb-t4r oversized to 
pel,u t centering ot the .,(lel in the test section. c. In no case 'Vas the gap 
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between the ablation material a~ adjacent water-cooled copper side wall of the 
test section l$.~ge enough to ~~t significant flow of the plasma gases into 
the gap. ~,;ctreme care was exercised in as sur ing no steps between the lower 
aurface of' the duct section and the surface of the model. I - ~\ 
The tunnel was sealed and the vacuum system activated. The facility high 
pressure water system for cooling was turned 'on and the entire system was ," 
checked for the proper coolant flows' as well as checking for any water ori( air 
leaks. 
, 
In all cases the arc was initiated in a nitrogen atmosphere at minimum 
mass flow rate and arc power. After successful initiation of the &1·c, the 
power and mass flow rates were increased to the vreselected values for that 
run. For those runs utilizing reconstituted air atmospheres the plenum chamber 
nitrogen mass flow was decreased and the oxygen mass flow was increased until 
the proper nitrogen-oxygen balance in the total tunnel flow was achieved after 
the desired arc power level was reached. At this point the pressure in the 
a.l ti tude chambE11' Pm' was manually increased until it was 95 'to 96 percent of the 
duct static pressure Pd.1 as measured by the static pressure port located at the 
downstream end of the duct. This time was consiLtere,d to be time zero for .: 
\, '. ' . 
recession. 1l9.ta were taken and recorded at one-mln'qte intervals to the end ot' 
the run. 1.be average length of time between init:'-at1on of the arc and "time 
zero" was 30 seconds. It is felt that this time period ~ not have signiticant 
effect on the ablation performance of the run since a DBj6r1ty of the time was 
at low power level in a nitrogen atmosphere under ptghly expanded conditions in 
the test section. During calibration runs and un1nst~nted model runs it was 
found that heat rates and. surfa~~e temperatures of the mOdel were strong tunc· ... 
tions of the balance between the duct pressure 8J.l,d the altitude chamber pressure. 
As the chamber pressure Pm' approaches the duct pressure Pd, a shock wave forms 
at the downstream end of the duct section (the upper surface of the duct) wbich 
impinges on the mo~el or' calibration plate surface. As Pm/Pd decreases below 
0.95, the surface temperatures of an ablating model and the beat rates recorded 
by the calorimeters of the calibration plate drop very rapidly due to the 
expanding flaw. . 
'nle average length ot run was 500 seconds. The progress of each run was 
monitored visna] ]1' as well as by means ot 16 DIll color motion pictures. The 
criterion tor termination ot a run vas flexible but in general was based on 
stabllization of the temperature response of the deepest thermocouple. 
Upon termination ot tbe run, tbe tunnel was shut down except tor tbe 
nitrogen gas which vas permitted to flow tor 60 seconds to help cool the model 
and to suppress post-test cClllbustion. . 
Post-teat examination included a continuity cheek of all tbermocouplesand 
still pbotograpbs ot the models. At the conclusion of the test pro~ all 
~~ls were sectioned lengthwise in order to obtain accurate surface recession 
. an4/ char ~er thickness II 
Figures 15. 16. a1l4 17 are post-test photographs ot the ablat1011 spec1lDens. 
'!be 1IOC1els ot tigux-e 15 vere tested UDder laminar' nov conditions. Models 1 
and 2 ~ere tested in nitrogen atmospheres and BOdels 3 and 4 were tested in 
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oxygen-ri~h (30~ by weight) reconstituted air atmospheres. The models of 
figure 16 were tested 'Ulder turbulent flow conditions in nitrogen aT.mospheres. 
The models of figure 17 were tested under turbulent flow conditions in 
reconstituted air atmospheres. 
Data Reduction and Presentation 
Calibration dat4 for the plasma tunnel have been discussed in ~ome detail 
previously, Fig1.Fe 9 shows calibration curves for various tunnel C onfigura-
tions, mss flow rates, power levels., and atmospheres. Dl;,~t~o the large amount 
of heating rate data generated by ch@ckout runs, calibration runs, and mpdel 
testing, the millivolt-temperature calibration curves for each of the teh 
calorimeters (five in the duct and five in the calibration plate) were program-
- ,. med on a computer. This provided rapid, accurate conversion from the millivolt 
output of the calorimeter to the appropriate cold-wall heat transfer rate. 
Another computer program was written to calculate .the test section total 
enthalpy from the heat balance for each run from inputs of the arc power, the 
cooling water mass flow rate, the temperature chaJlgeof the coolant, and the 
tunnel mass flow rate. 
The millivolt outputs of the eleven thermocouples per model were recorded 
on a Minneapolis-Hone,ywell Visicorder recording oscillograph. The photo-
sensitive strip chart output of this machine records continuously the millivolt 
thermocouple output as ~., deflecttnnfrom the reference line, the reference line 
being calibrated to the/ice bath reference temperature. The thermocouple 
millivolt outputs were read from the strip charts at a maximum time increment 
of 10 seconds (snaller increments if required'by rapid changes, pulses, or 
oscillations in output) on a strip chart reading device (Oscar J. Reader). 
Generation of the time-temperature response curve for each the~mocouple 
of each ablation model was greatly expedited through the use of a computer and 
automatic plotting machines. The time-millivolt history of each thermocouple 
along with the conversion table of ~~llivolts to degrees Fahrenheit for pl~t­
inum-platinum 13~ rhodium thermocouples with a. reference temperature ot 32 F 
were input b,y punched card into the computer. Conversion from millivolts to 
degrees Rankine and plotting instructions for a Model 562 Orthomat drafting 
machine were accomplished by the computer. The Orthomat drafting machine 
fa ired a. parabciic curve through all. data points. The thermocouple time-
temperature histories so generated are shown in figures 41 througl'. 66 in 
Appendix C. Figure 67 shows a comparison of a typical Orthomat curve with 
data trom the thermocouple strip chart. 
'~<'\ 
Tbe surface temperature of each ablation spec::;imen was ~f~asured by a. Leeds 
and Northrup Ray-O-Tube total radiation pyrometer iand was recorded continu-
ously on a strip chart. Fie:\Ul'es 18 through 22sbow the surface .. temperature 
histori'~s of all of the ablation specimens based on an em1ssiv1;j\~ of 0.75. 
\ " \\ 
\\ 
Figures 23 through ~,7 show the original specimen shape, th~:\ final surface 
contour, and tne final char virgin plastic interface as obtained from ablation 
models which have been sectioned along their centerplane. 
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Tables III and IV are summaries of tunnel data and ablation data, 
respectively. The methods of obtaining the boundary layer edge conditions are 
found in Appendix C. 
I/j 
\ ' 
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The experimental surface temperature history and average surfJ.;3.ce recess'fon 
rate along with the char and virgin materia~ ablation properties were input to 
the CHARM program (ref. 22) 1'or matrix runs 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13. Table V 
lists the ablation properties which were used in the program. Table VI com-
pares the actual and the calculated char layer thickne'Sses. Figures 2f' -ti}lrough 
33 show the actual and calculated time-temperature histories for s;~lec't.ed\ 
thermocouples. It is suspected that development of crevices during turbulent 
flow ablation and the existence of endothermic reactions within the char lead 
to the discrepancies observed. 
CORRELATION OF TEST DATA 
The correlation of test data started with data o9tained in laminar flow 
supplied by NASA-Houston. This formed the basis for turbulent flow correlations 
obtained in the course of this program. 
Correlations 
-~-
The basic ablation analysis used for the Apollo ablative m3:terial),h-las 
;1 
already been discussed. For this particular material, three correla.;tions II describing different aspects of ,performance have been developed in l\1.eu of 
theoretical relationships requiring exact physical details. When used wi,th a 
heat bala.nce, these correlations predict surface recession.'~, 
Equation (24) may be written as: 
me, = AKO €- Pe.ll.tSto - Amp 
l' 
in the diff,~ion''''l1mitfld regime a*? shown in Appendix B. The t~rm Amp 
represents the reduction in surface recession attributed to pyrolysis gas 
combustion, but which must also be considered to include at!east the effects 
of shrinkage or sintering. It is assumed that ,1) .combustion rates depend OD. 
some type of Arrhenius factor, viz., Ak(P, T)e-B/T, and 2) c01Ibustion products): 
depend on pressure, temperature, and the~amo~t Of~~olys1s gas present (as 
measured by lilp); i.e., A = rp ( am~ T...., P IZ-t I W). 
A dimensional analysis yield~ 
A.. ~ ("prf'Kl ~~) (26) 
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The group is arrived at in the following manner. Letting A be 
II 
• ().. (3 l' 
dimensionless, the term a mp Tw P 
dimensional constant a such that it is 
dimensions may be in terms of lbm, ft, 
multipll~u by the dimensional groups 
is to have powers' (X.. , (31 71 J and 
dimensionless. In order to sliow that 
and sec, the factors TYT and P need be Bg-~ s;;~oR- and 
IbM n :1 ~ ~ --- ,respectively. (R is the gas consuint with dimensions 
U c. Ibf jeLl. !) 
ft· Inf / mDl!, oR-, M is a molecular weight, l~/mole, and gc is the 
gravitational constantl:j Hence the dimensional constant a becomes 
(R /)fJ J 7f \.~ I.' • (crt..).. • The pow;er~ ex. , .(3 , and -0 are solutions of the 
following eqlk:tions derived frum consideration that each unit (Ibm' ft, and 
sec) bp. raised to the zero power. 
1\ 
\1 
(1.+-(=0 
- 2.£A+ Z/? -1: 0 
- (). - 2~ -2-0 =U 
(b "\ 
.. ( rv...) 
/{t) 
\ 
"\ (3e.C; 
Arbit~arily selecting ~ to be 1, then i = -1, and 8 = ~; hence the 
appropriate grouping is mp T. lIz. \ 
'pw 
For the purpose of ease in data analysis, ~to was used in eq. (25), rather than 
ole." under the assumption that the correlation developed would automatically 
take care of blocking effects. 
)\ . .. 
From stagnation region data~ilable (ref. 2~) a value of 0.12 for Ki was 
determined to give~ the "smoothest" fit for the correlation for A (shown in 
figure 34) for use in eq. (25). Figure 35 .shows ~ determined from this 
correlation 5}g a function' of Tw and P for q () I !-Is p'::: (). f . 
(The value for mJ? was determined from .~he corr,~la.tion of eq. (34).) lhese 
results may be compared to those shown on figures 28 and 29 of reference 15. 
'Ihe mass fluxes used from,:ref. 24 are those observed at l5() seconds, and seem 
to represent an average value for the complete duration of each experimental 
" \ 
rtm. Since s~face recession can be "predicted by this correlation at c,pndi-
tions where a kinetic and transition surface combustion regime my exist, it 
. h 
will be used throughout all combustion regimes, even though the terra ,. 
A (Ie. LlL5t 0 /Co If.. represents only a diffusion-limited recession. If', in 
applications, £he correlation predicts negative recession, Ii should be set 
at O. For(the experimental conditions a~~ined for this con~ract, the chemical 
recession model predicts mc = 0; the recession noted ~ thus be directly 
23 
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attributed to shear failure alone. 
To arrive at the appropriat~ ik'!1rs..meters ':'C .:;orrelate shear removal, 
eq. (14) of ref. 25 for the ,.!ase of negl i.gible gradient of the pressure 
gradient was utilized: 
d~ 
d1.." 6.sh = JLc pl. C 2. K f:;Z w \C- Pc... 
where n is an exponent in the app.I."ox1mate relationship for viscosity as a 
furiction of temperature,)JJ03:.o=(T.;./T)T\ :- where the subscript 0 refers to 
some reference condition.. For a flat plate, rr'w oC Re~rn where x is 
measured from some fictitious leading edge for the experimental conditions 
encountered in this work, a.nd. m is an t:;'},."P~ment ( ~~. for lami:nar flow, 
~ 1/5 for turbulent flow). Thus 
dee,., 
--"-~- --::: ... '~1"'/ . CX-. 'W 
for the experi~fental cases analy~ed, assuming·ARe.;i!. :'r.:fx... is approximately 
the same for afil runs at the modt:!, distr-.:t.nC'e a~c which data was taken (6 inches 
downstream).~~e melt layer slll"'face vlscosity may be correlated by 
rc.w DC e'?p ~r BpJ Tw ). 
Hence the eXJ1/ebbicn for shear recession may be written: 
1/ z. f;p-ITw 
6 _L ex: zJ?.c... € ... -- 1/.' H t..L 
';::(\ rJ2.. c 'l.",l, . .:.L 0/ () e. 
or rearrangin~': \ c. Pc.- f\. V I 
Since properties are not constant with temperature, shear stress, etc., this 
relationship may best be written as: 
( 104/rW) tn6n - y}z, 7jJ f{ u.~ Kz, )! (27) 
Eq. (27) represe~ts the form dev~loped for correlation of the experimental 
data taken under this contract~ For the data a"lr"S,ilab1e 1fJ ~ 1.0, and Ue 
was .calculated as shown in Appendix Co Figru'lf 36 &10WS -('he correlation 
obtained for K2 = 0.5. It is applicable for an air environment only, since it 
appears that an oxidized char ~~s much different strength properties from 
those observed in a nitrogen. environment. 
A correlation between ~,mn, and total surface recession rat~ was 
developed fi"om theoretical considerations¥ For flow through a porous matrix, 
the temperature profile is approximately given b,y ref. 26: 
T- r: o 
\\ (28) 
Letting T-:yO 
o 
Assuming that ~ is related to the temperature gradient at the reaction z,one, 
and that the,distance rt~ the pyTolysis zone from the surface is related to 
a dimehsional correlation ~i1l have the form: 
(31) 
(32) 
(33.) 
Since for the Apollo material fJp~e I,.Lrt.::::a 16.5 (where Op denotes the densi~" of the ~s-forming fraction or t'hev:l.rgin plastic) eq. (33) may be 
~ -~ 
rewritten as: ' 
where the exponent 106 is utilized ror convenience in hand calculations. For 
a value of 1<4 = 1.10, both flat plate and stagnation region data (using 
ave:!"age mass fluxes) are correlatable usi~. this. function, as, shown in 
figUre 37. 'ftlat the JlBSS nux difference lmp - lIIsurt) ill ~tant in 
correl&ting data is also foretold by steady state ablation theory (see ret. 27). 
The approx1mate\\heat balance, eq. (23), whep combined with the above 
correlations, eqs. (25), (26), (2'0, and (34), yields a set of five simultane-
ous equatio?s ~th five unknowm~;, (~, mc ' Tw' ~urf' and .A. ) which may be 
solved for mo, msurf' and~. 'fue parameters D1n and Tw are then used as 
boundary cona.itions in the bolUldary layer progrAm. Final solution is obtained 
by iteration. Table V presents the necessary property values for the charring 
ablator analysis and the boundary layer program" In place of the heat bal.,a,nde 
eq. (23), and the Yhp - Tw correlation eq. (34), a transient charring abla:tor 
program may be essentially used to determine ~ and Tw. 
)\ 
In general, heat fluxes to the rough charring abLator surfaces are some-
what higher than calibrated values obtained by means of calorimeters (which 
exhibit a much srnoother cooler surface). Surface ro~hness appears, then, to 
" influence beat transfer significantly. Appendix A snows that all of the data 
lie at or below the upper bound of heat flux for a completely rough surface 
with 'protuber~~ces equal in height to surface recession. It appears that 
roughness effects can increase convective heat transfer by a factor of two or 
more. Unfortunately, no trends have been discovered to help predict what 
, roughness factor (x/Ks) ensues from a given ablation environment and honeycomb 
orientation. As a pl!},usib1e estiDBte, "che height of protuberances may be taken 
as 1/3 of the average qurface recession of the f,l.ller mterial within the honey-
comb cells. Figure ~l compares predicted (see Appendix A for calculations) and 
experimentally meat~'\ed~1llooth wall heat fluxes without mss injection of th1.s 
contract. F.ig,..tre 38'compa.res predicted with experimental recession data in 
both cases using experimentaJ. heat fluxes witb roughness effects as deduced.,>'... 
from eq. (23). Table VII ,compares predicted" surface temperatUl"e and recessi.c:'\~ 
rate (for both calibrated smooth wall and experimental heat fluxes) to exper-
imental values. 
Di~cussion of Limits of Applicability 
It should be noted that the overall analysis as applied does not predict 
effects of 1) nonequilibr1um gas phase chemistry; 2) external atmospheres 
other than air (the ablator performance is somewhat different in ~ and Ar 
atmospheres (ref. 24), since chemical processes at and in the char are dependent 
on the type of 'l:>oundary layer sp ecies present); 3) radiation heat transfer 
from the b(;,iundary layer or shock layer (although it is allowed for, but cannot 
be predicted by this analysis); and 4) history of surface roughness on heat 
transfer. While the correlation of ~1. (33) empirically accounts for heretofore 
uncharacterized complex inte, rna.l ph¥siochecmical processes (e.g., sinte:~lng, 
kinetics of internal char reactions) of the ablation material, the effects on 
ablator performance of each of all of these processes have n6t b~en 
delinea ted. 
PmFORMANCE PREDICTION FOR AroLlA> FLIGHT TRAJIDTORIES 
Application of the bound.ary ,layer program and cbarl'ing ablator routine has 
led to prediction of surface recession perfor.ance of the Apollo vehicle &s 
shown ~n Figures 39 through 44, 'Dle two trajectory in:vuts ver~ supplied by 
NASA-MSc, whose deSignations "202" and tt50l" are used (Tables -VIII and IX). 
.t.. 
calculations were c&r~1ed out at several points in time at various body 
locations. Figure 1~5 depicts the surface energy balance components (cf. eq. 
(23» during the as )ul trajectol""JI station 2, for the transition criterion 
a = 60. The effect of transition criterion (value of a) on coJ~Q. wall unblocked 
heat flux is shown in figure 46 for the cases: as .202 trajectory; stations 1, 
2, 5; a.nd a = 20 and 60.. Ef'fects of pressure gradients and radiatiol') ",heat 
transfer to the surface were acc01mted forI using supplied NA~ ... MSC data. 
Roughness effects are not included, since heights of protuberances cannot yet 
be predicted. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECO~TIONS 
From the analysis and experiments performed in this program, the following 
conclusions may 'be drawn: 
(1) The surface recession of a char-forming silica-tilled ablator in an oxidiz-
ing atmosphere is accelerated b,y melt-layer shear removal. It is possible 
to delineate surface recession due to shearing and recession due to char 
oxidation. Correlatable data for recession attributable to shearing were 
obtained for the entire experimental range considered. 
(4) 
It is possible to correlate the ablation~rformance of co~wated 
organic compounds such as epoxy novolacs {AVCOAT 5026 - 30 'H/CG) used on 
Apollo by applying comparat;l. vely simple semi-empirical techniques. 
Detailed analysis of the various chemical and pqysical processes involved 
may be bypassed and only macroscopic performance considel'ed. Three 
successful correlations were developed, from which ~ be obtained the mass 
flux of pyrolysis gases, surface temperature, virgin plastic recession, 
surface recession and effects of boundary layer combustion. As in all 
semi-empirical techniques, caution must be observed in extrapolating the 
correlations obtained here to other ~ter1als and conditions significantly 
different from the range considered in the program. 
, , 
. . 
Supersonic turbulent boundary layer flow over a flat plate with free stream 
enthalpies in excess of 2000 Btu/lb was obtained. .. 
Surface roughness plays a major role on the heat transfer to the surface 
of a char forming ablator. Serious underprediction of the heat fluxes ~ 
occur if it is ignored. 
A computer program based on an integ~&l solution of the boundar.Y layer 
equations was developed and successfully ,applied for the calculation of 
smooth wall heat fluxes to I,I.n ablating surface in laminar and turbulent 
flow. 
In the course of the program turther possible refinements in anal¥s:1fJ ot 
phenomena related to ablation have been deemed important enough to warrant 
further study. 'Among these have been: accounting tor in-depth oxidation (i~ 
char arising trQm diftus10n of o~sen into the char; description ot in-depth 
pressure protiles, sP'llation meq~'.$n1sP18, pressure-dittuaion effects, and 
diffusion of gases through porous virgin plastic; development of various char 
densificEltion models, inclu~t·ng sinter1ng of sUicEl, shrinkage of the cat"bon 
matrix, and deposition o;t".~ctl.roon; allmmnce for various chemical reaction 
options within or on the char, including gas phase, condensed phase, and 
heterogeneous reactions; ~~pd improvement of models for surface removal via 
shear. Attempts were ma.de~j~ this stu~v to develop experimentally corroborated 
models for shear removal and sintering. Preliminary results in both instances 
were qualitatively plausible, but due to the complexity of the problems, final 
solution was not completed. Rather than using the two separate computer 
programs to solve the ablation problem, an overall integral method should be 
developed for transient ablation, eliminating much of the work involved in 
matching conditions at the gas-solid interface. 
Further improvements in experimental techniques appear desirable. Future 
tests might be run with lengthened models to'ensm"e minimal upstream effects on 
surface recession caused by structural collapse at the downstream vertical face. 
Roughened calorimeters should be designed and used to determine more accurately 
the heat transfer to ~ical surfaces. A transpiring, roughened porous cali-
bration plate should be utilized to verify predictions of blowing and roughness 
effects at least in the transition regime. B,y careful positioning of thermo-
couples, the effect of the honeycomb on internal temperature profiles may be 
studied. 
,.) 
-:::- -~ ---J 
TABLE II 
ACTUAL THERMOCOUPLE DEPl'HS IN INCHES 
FRCM THE ORIGINAL SURFACE PLANE 
MODEL 
"\ )) , .. NUMBER TC 1 TC e TC 3 TC 4 TC 5 TO b TC 7 TC 8· TC 9 TC 10 TC 11 
1 .210 .135 .130 .080 .075 .130 .110 .050 .125 .085 .065 
2 .150 .100 .110 .090 .065 .165 .110 .035 .140 .105 .070 
3 .170 .155 .110 .055 .080 .160 .090 .035 .145 .085 .060 
4 .140 .160 .090 .045 .065 .145 .120 .040 .180 .120 .050 
5 ·705 .695 .380 .110 .125 ·580 ·335 .175 .680 ·335 .095 
6 .695 .665 ·345 .115 .155 ·565 .340 .100 .680 ·310 .110 
7 .655 .685 .370 .170 .135 ·570 ·355 .120 .665 .335 .095 
8 ·700 ·705 ·3~·0 .125 .105 ·585 ·375 .135 640 ·325 .095 
{/ 
.670 .690 (i ·345 .095 .110 ·575 ·330 .115 ·770 .435 .090 ",.1 
10 ,750 .690 .375 .125 .185 ·555 ·370 .175 ·700 .335 .115 
11 .700 .655 ·350 .150 .100 .555 ·330 .125 .690 I, .340 .110 
\ \ 
12 .695 .635 .390 .130c .135 ·555 ·345 .125 .635 - .320 .095 
13 .780 ·715 .370 .130 .165 .650 ·375 .185, .680 .310 .120 
14 ·705 ·730 .355 .105 .120 ·565 ·315 125 .660 ·335 .085 
15 .750 .700 .355 .120 160 .620 ·370 .150 .675 .320 .100 
16 .695 .690 .410 .150 .125 ·575 ·345 .155 .675 .360 .150 
17 .345 .390 .150 .090 .090 ·395 .175 .060 ·320 .165 .035 
18 .325 .425 .215 .052 ·075 ·345 ,150 085 .305 .175 .045 
19 .330 .330 .155 .045 .095 .350 .210 .050 ·305 .165 .045 
20 .290 .345 .155 .070 ,040 .325 .160 .050 ·300 .170 ,070 
,;. ,., 
(! 
TABLE III 
'." ~J, 
PLASMA TUNNEL DATA 
.rv,./ p... • RUN NO. '\.c.w By- Pm ,.. I'd .!.L 
AND (rAB /ft2 sec) (BTU/rt2 sec) (LBt' ':rt2 ) (LBf/f't C.) (LBf /ft2) P4' MODEL NO. m 
1 2.160 9.3 1032 69 73 .94 
., 
'- 2.160 11.6 1110 78 81 .97 
3 1.548 14.5 804 66 69 .96 
4 1.548 17.0 849 72 76 .94 
/-> \ 
5 1.548 17·0 1141 116 122 
-,-' 
.95 
6 2·7f)() 18.3 1136 117 121 .96 
7 2·700 22.8 1231 125 132 .95 
8 2·7°0 22.4 1230 128 131 ·98 
9 ?.700 29.6 1309 136 142 .96 
10 2·700 29·7 1309 136 143 .95 
11 3.600 21.9 1549 161 165 .98 
,/ 
12 3·600 22.2 1542 159 Ii .1 166 .96 
13 3.600 25·1 1671 170 179 ·95 
14 3.600 25.2 1650 170 178 .96 
15 4.140 22.6 1737 171 186 .92 
16 41,.500 18.0 1721 170 186 ·91 
17 2.700 21.0 1282 120 123 .gr 
18 2.700',1 28.8 1369 122 125 .98, 
19 3.600 30.0 1774 168 172 .• 98 
20 4.500 23.4 1837 165 179 ·92 
! 
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w 
N 
• 
~ 
clew .RUB NO. 
AID 
MODEL liO. (B'l'U !n2SEC) 
1 4.3 
.2 1l.6 
3 14.5 
4 11.0 
5 18.0 
6 18.3 
7 22.8 
8 22.4 
9 29.6 
10 29.7 
11 21.9 
12 22.2 
13 25.1 
14. 25.2 
15 22.6 
16 18.0 
11 21.0 
18 28.8 
19 30.0 
20 23-4. 
·R 
(Bnv'LB ) 
m 
2582 
3130 
3065 
3396 
~933 
2045 
2264 
2376 
2TI9 
2560 
2078 
1942 
2304 
2335 
1~3 
1610 
2610 
3227 
2957 
1720 
TABLE IV 
ABLATION DATA 
T max~ E= 0.15 
(0 ) R 
2020 
2080 
2570 
25W 
2810 
2810 
2900 
2870 
3220 
3210 
3460 
3320 
3430 
3390 
2780 
2180 
2820 
2980 
3100 
2540 
. CHAR TIME* s s 
(IN) (IN) THI(lQUSS 
SEC (IN) (SEC) 
2.22E-4 0.04 0.09 180 
L.Q1E-4 0.03 0.18 280 
1.15E-4 0.CJ7 0·33 400 
1.88E-4 0.06 Q.21 320 
4.19E-4 0.27 0.54 6Jl.5 
2.70E-4 0.15 0.48 555 
4.39E-4 0.25 0·53 570 
4·33E-4 0.21 0.49 485 
6.08E-4 0.38 0.55 625 
6.90E-4. 0.4.0 0.4~~ 580 
7.58E-4 0.39 0.55 515 
6.9BE-4 0.45 0.55 645 
9.22E-4 0·59 0.41 690 
lQl9E-4. 0.54 0.42 530 
6.95E-4 0.49 0·34 705 
. 5.43E-4 0.28 0·31 515 
1.23E-4. 0.08 0.58 650 
0.91E-4. 0.03 0.4.8 330 
1.28E-4 0.05 0.58 390 
1.40E-4 0.C71 0.44 500 
... Zero tiM for rece •• ion is con.idered to be when the surface tsperature bas reached m of 
tbe tellPerature at the first data point of the run. The first date point of 8 rur: vas taker; 
when nominal test conditions were achieved. 
,~> 
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SYMBOL 
A 
A 
sub 
B 
sub 
c p,c 
e 
... ..:g,p 
c 
p,'Y.~. 
f 
nBc,c 
ABe,p 
llllpyr 
llBstib 
IS. 
I~ 
t::. 
K4 
DEFlMTIOB 
Stoichiometric coefficient in 
eq. (~ll) 
Frequency f'aetor 
Activation temperature for 
sublt.ation. of' silica 
Specific heat of charred residue 
Specific best of pyrolysis gases 
Specific heat of virgin plastic 
Fraction of pyrolysis gases burnt 
Beat of cc:.bustion of cbar: 
a. via reaction 
b. via reaction 
Beat of combustion of pyrolysis 
gases via reaction 
Beat of pyrolysis of virgin Illastic 
", 
Heat of sublimation of silica 
!Dpirica1 constant in eq. (26) 
Empirical £'onstant in eq. (21) 
Empirical constant in eq. (3~) 
TABLE V. - PROPERTY VALUES 
VAWE 
1.866 
0(108) 
~\103,6oo 
1.25 
0.62 
0.43 
1.0 
2130 
-855 
6154 
250 
126,800 
0.12 
1.10 
0.50 
UNITS 
lb / f't2 -sec 
m 
OR 
Btu/lb _OR 
m 
Btu/lb _OR 
m 
Btu/lb _OR 
m 
Btu/lb 
Btu/Ibm 
m 
Btu/lb 
m 
BtuLl1Y··· 
....... m 
Btu/lb 
m 
SOO'RCE 
Appendix B 
Appendix B 
Appendix B 
Appendix B 
Appendix B 
Appendix B 
Reference Zit 
Reference 30 
1 This work 
J 
REMARKS 
Based on equilibrium evaporation 
'~cith evaporation coefficient of 
0(10-2 ) • 
Chosen to give predicted temp-
perature profiles in agreement 
with experimental data of this 
contract. Endothermic reaction 
implied. 
Assumed that of C2H2 at 1000 OK. 
Assumed 
Chosen to give monot,onic cu,rves 
in figures 29, 30, and 31. 
-!-; 
l.Al SYMBOL +=-
T 
0 
11 
o ,e 
2 
f.-
Pc 
tJp 
k v •p • 
IC 
\) 
TABLE V . -~PROPERTY VALUES (Concluded) 
DEFINITIOlf 
Initial ablator temperature 
Mass traction of oxygen at 
boundary layer edge 
Charred residue emis8ivity 
De~Slty of charred residue 
-::..:--: 
Density of dec~~~s~ble fraction 
of virgin plastic 
Air properties 
ThHmal conductivity of 
virgin pla8tic at 
a. T = 460 OR 
b. 'r • 1060 OR 
c. T = 2460 OR 
Thermal conductivity of char at 
a.T oS 460 OR 
b. T • 1060 OR 
c. T- 2~ OR 
d. 'l' • 4210 OR 
e. T = 5460 OR 
-r. T =,6460 OR 
Pyrol.ysis rate 
VALUE 
535 
0.23 
0.75: 
16.5 
17·5 
UNrrs 
OR 
Ib Ift3 
m 
lb lft3 
m 
/ -2 / 0,,5 x 10 Btu ft-hr-<lR . 
6.8 
1.6 
- -;) 
4.0 x 10 - Btu/ft-hr-OR 
1.6 
32. 0 
61.0 
15·0 
0.68 
I 
ii::{l, .97 x 10-7fp I~) 2.0 e-~­,~ 0 .i \- t»p ) o T> 1000 R T!: 10000R 
SOURCE REMARKS 
Assumed 
Reference 33 
Reference 24 
Re'ference 24 '} 
Calculated 
Reference 24 
from TGA date 
{ Reference 32 Reference 33 
Reference 24 
Reference 24 
Reference 24 
Selected from available static 
da-ta to give ~redicted in situ 
terr~rature profiles in agree-
ment with experimental data of 
this contract. 
-....: 
TABLE VI 
ACTUAL AND PREDICTED CHAR LAYER THICKNESS FOR 
MATRIX RUNS C;, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 
Experimental ' - ~-> - Predicted Matrix Run 
Number Char Layer Thickness, Char Layer Thickness, 
inches inches 
5 0.54 0.53 
0.55 0.53 
10 0.45 0.50 
11 0.55 0.48 
12 0.47 0.47 
13 0.47 0.46 
35 
",' 
Run No. 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Tti 
8 
9 
10· .. 
... 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
TABLE VIr 
COMPARISON OF PREDICTED TO EXPERIMENTAL P.ARAME.'TmS 
(FOR AIR ONLY) 
Experiment Predicted Rough Wall Predicted Smooth Wall 
. 
T m T T m h m 
s 2 VI sh 2 VI sh 2 w 
Ib 1ft sec oR 1bm/ft sec oR Ib 1ft sec oR m m 
4 -4 2. 1 x 10 2570 2.39 x 10-4 2614 6 -4 2 .. 2 x 10 2457 
2.58 2540 2.58 2615 2.h4 
il\ 
,[ 
2574 
5.76 2810 5.39 2812 5.22 2711 
3.72 2760 5.60 2871 5.28 2743 
6.03 29JO 6.78 2903 6.57 2868 
5.95 2870 7.06 3067 6.21 '2878 
8.36 3220 9.85 3217 8.54 3025 
9.48 3270 12.3 3265 8.87 3001 
10.4 3460 11.4 3448 6.07 2746 
9.59 3320 10.9 3331 6.32 2739 
12.7 3430 1.2.4 3445 8.05 2988 
14.0 3390 11.2 3352 7.23 2875 
9.56 2780 7.02 2760 7.48 2819 
7.48 2780 6.19 2744 5.56 2637 
, "/ 
Tille, 
lec, 
Q-~ 
52 
102 
152 
162 
172 
202 
252 
3CY~ 
352 
402 
452 
472 
492 
512 
532 
552 
572 
592 
612 
632 
652 
672 
692 
712 
732 
752 
TABLE VIII 
AS202 POST FLIG·HT TRAJECTORY (Ret. 24 i 
Velocity, Altitude, 
ft/sec ft 
27,197 400,471 
27,287 318,645 
27,238 257,895 
25,99.1 218,542 
2~) ,14 215,163 
23,009 213,385 
23,596 216,171 
27,158 234,742 
21,622 d51,377 
21,339 255,962 
2.1,045 245,322 
20,348 221,345 
19,757 209,760 
18;882 198,440 
17,704 188,524 
16,265 181,083 
14,788 175,904 
13,384 171,780 
12,019 .167,550 
10,707 1€'2,611 
9,470 156,212 
B,a30 147,978 
6 922 , .. 138,078 
5.,544 127,500 
4,205 116,"749 
3,039 105,665 
2,080 94,126 
37 
1 
.\ 
\i 
.. ( 
TABLE IX 
P.S (Ref. 24) \' 501 NOMINAL FLIGHT TRAJP;!CTORY \."', 
(Selected data) 
Time, Velocity, A"- :'t d \--) ._,;0,;-(1); U e, 
sec ft/sec ft 
0 35,004 400,000 
28 35,086 ~86,420 
60 33,409 191,821 
84 27,019 175,431 
120 23,423 196,520 
152 21,893 220,818 
232 21,159 265,656 
336 20,908 260,380 
456 17,605 174,066 
532 9,050 138,894 
604 3,800 105,540 
t. __ "" ' .,'~ 
,:~. 
TJi..l3LE X 
COMPARISON OF REAT TRANSFER COEFFIC~'S-~BTAiNm FROM TESTS TO VALUESATTRLBUT)~LE TO-SURFACE ROUGHNE3S EF1"ECTS 
I ! 1 . . 8 !< .. ' I" t b 
w 
\D 
i'D.._ no i1' I ~l ,.103 lY·l03 Be- Be .105 lI/ffcr I 1t/! il/ff,.,. ""'ax 
nwu, • I ,,1+" 0"" I .t{ x I (J- U, .Jl 
_ j 1 
:3 0 4,.00 5,.20 
:4 0 3,;55' 3/89 
5 0 9.50 18.43 
6 0 9~04 15 .. ;:6 
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APPENDIX A 
TURBULENT FLOW HEAT TRANSFER PREDICTION 
Derivation of Mixing Length Expression 
Assuming that B fluid in turbulent motion satisfies the Navier-Stokes 
equations instantaneously, it can be readily shown that the shear stress 
tensor may be defined as having two components: the viscous stresses and 
the turbulent or R~ynolds stresses. ~~or a steady or quasi-steady one-dimen-
sional flow, the total stn!ss, ~ , in the direction of flow (neglecting 
triple correlations) is: 
(Al) 
Applying Prandtl' s reasoning, the momentum is a transportable quantity, 
Thus, if a unit mass of fluid with velocity ~(y) is transported through a 
length 1. , the "mixing length" (analogous to the mean free path in the 
kinetic theory of gases), then: 
a {((J + u: = il.{ 1+.1 ) 
Approximating the value of u. ( t,( t L ) by a Taylor series expansion, and 
assuming ~ to be small: I 
so that: 
/L(t..() ~j?~ I ~ f3r (A4) 
Using van Driest's approximations (ref, 6) 
and. Prandtl's assumption that the velocity fluctuations u' and v' are of the 
same order of magnitude: 
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(A6) 
so that: 
and the expression for the shear stress, r , then becomes: 
(A8) 
which is the very successful relationship used by Prandtl in considering wall 
turbulence. Rewriting the above expression in Boussinesq's form: 
dil 
- T ~ {,p--I- (i e, .. ) cl~ (A9) 
where eM is the so called "eddy diffusivity of momentum" . 
Prandtl assumed that the atxing length .L is directly proportional to the dis-
tance from the wall, i.e., 
(AlO) 
with J( being a universal constant. He was able to obtaip the logarithmic 
law of the wall which is applicable to the turbulent core where viscous 
stresses are negligible. The linear assumption fails in the transition and 
viscous sublayers. To calculate the wall transfer coefficients, it is neces-
sary to modify the linear relationship in the vicinity of the' va.l.l to take 
into account viscous damping. 
The usual practice is to use a two-layer model, wherein it is assumed 
that the viscous sublayer and turbul(mt core intersect abruptly at a certain 
distance ~ 1 from the wall. f~he Eolu.tion then becomes simply that of matching 
conditions at ~1. The introduction of ~ 1 necessitates the evaluation of an 
arbitrary constant, which is very fOl~unate because it may be used to fit 
experimental data. Although the two-layer model is useful, its reliability 
is restricted. 
From the success achieved by Prandtl in using a linear relationship for 
the mix1ng length, it follows that if n 1s the hypothetical boundary ~er 
thickness (se~ figure 1), then: 
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(All) 
The ratio of the mixing length to the distance from the wall may be expressed 
as a function of the scaled distance provided local similarity is valid: 
CUlr) = uV~) '" iii ::: JII(S (A12) 
Supposing that at a certain distance1;ram the wall the influence of viscosity 
A becomes negligible, it would then be possible to obtain an approximate ex-
pression for QQ (y) about y, by a Taylor series expansion. It would be rea-
sonable to assume that y <.'< ~ so that 't { ~1{~ <~ 1 and if 1. < ?f.1 ' then 
1 « 1 • We can thus pick any 1 < 111 ' and expand Wi (~ ) about ~ to 
obtain W, r..~ : 
(A13) 
Neglecting second and higher-order derivatives of tV, with respect to 't, then: 
WI (\1) ~ W( 1\) + Uk ~'\) ~\\ (A14) 
Assuming: ~ « v(1 
LU1 (~,) -;::;j w, Crt) + (A15) 
and since: 
(A16) 
(A17) 
or: 
f!. (A18) 
t 
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Allowing ~ J ~ 0 then: 7 ~O 7 r e.- ft 1 L=Jcr ~ 1 (A19) 
which is a form first empirically proposed by van Driest (ref. 6) and sub-
sequently modified by Gill and Scher (ref. 10). The difference between the 
expressions of van Driest and Gill and Scher rests in the evaluation of the 
coefficient 1! ~ 1 Gill's expression seems to be the more flexibl:e since it 
contains two adJustable parameters and indeed, van Driest's expression is a 
special case of Gill's expression as seen from: 
+ 
1 fro -d (j/=-= 
I \, b (A20) 
)l? = ~1 ~~- (A21) 
Simplified Boundary Layer Combustion Model 
In the simplified combustion model, it 1s assume~ that the combustion 
of each combustible species takes place in single planes. A schematic diagram 
is shown below. 
~ \-
I 
mO(i1jJ % (l) ( t - P j C j) \ ... z.. ei)U~Dw..Y 
WALL 1- J ..-----"-1 LA Y82... E Cff.. 
• I ~ o-c.~)~j(~) ·-~m· , JW MJ C!i~) J 
£[f:)){)NT I R[010t-J 1e I 
If a fraction of the mass flux of the combustible species " j " undergoes 
instantaneous combustion at the plane IIjll, the equation for the conservation 
of species ( j ) may be applied to regions I and II separately and matched at 
the reaction front (the plane " j "). The same must, of course, be done with 
the oxygen species. The simplicity of the model rests on the fact that the 
sink or source terms in the species equation may be set to zero ( WJ :=' 0 ). Matching conditions at the interface are: 
(A22) 
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. 
mj (1) )+ 
w'0z, (1J ) - ~ 
- m' . (n·) (f - CJ) J ~j - " 
mOL ({)_ -
• 
(A23) 
(A24) 
(A25) 
Where (3 j is th~' stoichiometric ratio of oxygen to species "j". 
The unknown ~j'5 can be dete.nnined from the simultaneous solution of the (:on-
centrati.on profiles for the combustible species and oxygen species. The 
model can handle any number of combustible species provided the ej'S are 
known. 
In the bouncl.ary layer computer program developed, the s1DU>lified model 
is included as a .. ,ubroutine. Allowance is made for the presence of five 
species in the bO\ll~dary layer: oxygen, nitrogen, pyrolysis gases, products 
of combustion, and an J,(iert species coming from the matrix. The subroutine 
has not been U$ed since the correlations that have been developed for the 
steady state performance of the charring ablator take into account the 
effects of boundary l.$yer c'ombustion. 
Effe,ct of Wall Roughness on Heat Flux 
It is well known tbfit wall roughness has a very pronounced effect .on the 
transfer l!!..echanisIDS in a turbulent boundary layer. Systematic studies ,have 
peen made by Nikuradse (ref", 28) and others to take into account Wall rough-
ne,ss effe~ts on the skin fri~tion coefficient. It is known that the skin 
friction' is a very strong tun,etlon of the roughness fac~or i-/K~ where 'f." is 
the distance frCID the leading ~dge and K.fJ is the average height of the wall 
protuberances. For certain val.ues of ( ~ I K$) ,the effects of roughness 
completely dominate the transfe:r mechanisms ,the flow is then said to be in 
the " completely~ough" regime. In the completely rough regime, the local 
skin friction for a turbulent bounda:ry layer is given in rete,rence 3 as: 
(!£\)r<.=l [Z.81 + 1.68 IOQio {;] -z./ (A26) 
provided that : 
< tOb 
We may rewrite the above equation to read: 
" ~25 (.i£) 1 [ R.eX J ' . ,L ~ t Z .87 + 1·58 lotto R.€ 
R. !<... 
(A21) 
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where Rex is the local Reynolds m,unber and ReR is the "roughness Reynolds II 
number ( Pe tlfLKS//f- ). Equations (A26) or (A27) are strictly valid when 
ReR, say from zero to a large value, i.e., in the completely ~ough regime, 
equation (A27) may still be used provided a virtual origin Xo is chosen 
appropriately, thus: 
(A28) 
For the present purposes, we shall set Rex,o = 0 since this would give us 8 
lesser value of the skin friction. 
We are interested in the ratio of the skin friction for the fully rough 
regime (Lt/2.. ) J<. to tl1at for a smooth wall (Ct/Z) (J'. Making use of (A27), 
we have 
(A29) 
o 
where HeR is obtained from 
[ ! f6-t \~ -- l..j - .i 2.81 + IJ. h89 In t' flO ). l ~I (A30) 
(A3l) 
and 
d 1 ~ /J, ~tE5 
In the tests carried out in this program the ~eyno148 nwnber based on bo,mdary 
layer thickness (Re ~) varied fram 2000 to 8000: . 
:UJOO -< ~ u.. t 5_ '< 8000 Pi. -,. (A32) 
which corresponds to 200,000 ~ Rex ~ 500,000. For the runs using air 8s 
the free-stl"eBm gas, the average height of the protuberances WB.s --.lways 
greate~ than. 0!03-inch (w1.ththe exception of two low wllll teJDPerature l'WlfJ 
possibly), i,e., 
(A33) 
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Equation (A29) will not apply if 
(A34) 
(A35) 
To show that tbe test runs carried in this program all fall in the CQmpletely 
rough ~egine, one need only show that . 
(A36) 
where (~/K.s) ~A)(. 14 tbe ~1mum roughness factor corresponding to (Rex) IIlQ; 
that will JD8.ke the flow completely rough~ From figure 21.12 of reference 1, 
(~ ') = 7000 
. Ks) ~A1-' 
Thus, 
and ce~a1nly less tban 7090. 
Fro~ the Reynolds a.n~logyl 
or 
& 
(Ttl{ / Pl.u.~'L) / (1.!N Ire Ue.AH) ~ Pr'~ 
:: st (It~ 
(st)a ~ iJ-1-
(A38) 
(A39) 
(A40) 
(A41) 
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i,' 
For the test runs in this program: 
= (A42) 
where the subscript Ii cr" refers to smooth cold wall oonditions. The value~ 
of alii for the air nms were obtained from a.n overall heat balance at the wall 
(see eq. (23) of this report). 
Calculations were carried out to compare valuee of -f-l. If{ 0 based on the 
actual experimental data to those obtained using eq. (A29). It was assumed 
that the probable heights of the protruberances were of the order of a 
third of the total recession. A method of calculating boundary layer edge 
conditions within the duct is given in Appendix C. Using these calculated 
values and as~uming that the boundary layer thicknes~ in the exit of the duct 
does not considerfJ,bly di,ffer from half the thickness of the duct, the Reynolds 
number based on bound~ry layer thickness is obtained. The corresponding value 
of Rex for a flat plate may then be determined frOm the turbulent boundELry 
layer solutions (e.g., ref. 9), Table X gives the results of auch calcu-
lations. In all ca~es, the increase in stanton number m$Y be attributable 
to surface roughne~s. It shoulcl, also be noted tha't surface rQughne~H:I may 
greatly affect heat tra.n~fer in the stagnation region. A recent l'eport by 
Dunavant and stone (ref, 35) presents data showing that at some conditions 
an increase in heat transfer of up to at least ~ over a smooth waD. level 
is possible. At the test conditions in ref, 24, it is esti~ted that beat 
transfer may be incre&sed by as much as 6Cf1, by roughness development during 
stagnatj.onI'egion ablation. Clea.rly further work is necessary in developing 
prediction methods for roughness formation and resulting effec~s. 
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Solution of the Asymptotic Boundary Layer Equations 
The approximate profiles for velocity, enthalpy and specie concentra-
tion used in the integral boundary ~ayer equations were obtained from 
the asymptotic boundary layer equations. The soluti~:.~ of the asymptotic 
equations are presented in this section: 
Continui tX. 
Species Conservation 
whel."e 
In dimensionless form (Atf4 ) 
d4;i d [ -1 = Ai , dn Cl II 
where 
d 
== o 
C.lv) == (pv) 0 
= 
== ~D. 1. 
becomes: 
• pw i 
dw. 
---1 
dy 
, , 
pw . is 1. :>j + ~eue) F tv. 0 1.e 
= 
wi - \ViO 
\v ie - wiO 
(A43) 
(A44) 
.'-
- wi~ (A45) 
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l12 
Integratinu (A~~) onC~l 
J: . 
1 
" 
i· 
= 
'i 
1 # 
::;: 
:\. ) 11 
so that, 
(\~o) d: . 1 d' 
Thus, 
A. : . f 
1 1 
1 
A. ) 1l 
1 
+ -A. ) l( 
d: . 
1 
J' n 
= 
u 
["~n d' . . A. 1 = 1 J' () 
J' . f 
'P • d . 
.. ~. 
1 
+ 
1 
d' 0 .• u F ('., . - ,., iO) a 8 e a 18 
C A.d.~ r A.d' ~ A.d-1'- 1 U 1 ~ e o 1 • d'. .. II 1 .- \ol i d~ 8 e 
- ,., iO) J. U ," u Fa t·l • 0 e e Ie 
(S>id .) f",d'r \ ~;l • fA .d ' \0} •• d ' - 1 o - ; i 1 -0 e -i-
t' • U _ FO C ,~' i) e d: e t:: 0 
1 C-' ST f A 1 J () ," tv i' d' - 0 Aid' ----- e d' • u FO ( '. tv .) , o eel 
~-~-.::...----..... -, .... , ..,.... ------- (A~7) 
1 + e 
1 + e 
~ S:i· . d . Ai 0 PW i~ - •. -I) • ell e F 0 -( W ie :: VI iO) e 
The preceding equation is too complicated and requires too much 
information. For the present purposes, a less rigorous model will be 
used for boundary layer combustion. Five species are assumed present: 
Oxygen, an inert boundary layer species, the products of combustion, 
the inert and combustible ablator gases, 
Consider the O2 species: 
Region I: 
. I 
m 
.. -+--- °2 
y 
dwO 2 (pv)O ~ = 
~hvO [ 2 d = drl dn 
= 
o 
I 
1- ,11 rnO 2 
I 
I 
8-6, 
I 
·1 
d; [ pDo2 (1 ) dwO ] + f. 2 D02 dy 
pD (1 + ;02 )dWO~] 
°2 
(pv)Oc dn 
~n AO da e 0 2 -1 ()<n<n 
-"--c 
n = 
= 02 mass fraction at wall 
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Also, for 
--c 
= 
= 
so that 
• I 
m) 
I I ') 
-
~ 
= ~ 
. °2 (;:-v) 
114 
= 
a 
l\ ) 
I '1 
c 
= 
= 
> D ') 
l ') 
"-
..... 
,1 
- ~"o 
') 
.... 
(} 
iL 
Region II: n ..:.1]":: 1 
c--
= 
= 
= 
1 
In 1\0.d0 n 2 c 
e 
\; 
1 
TI (CAO do 
/0 2 -1 
(A4~} 
(A50) 
Different cases may n.ow be t:rea ted. A particular case Qf intet'~st: 
het'eis complete combustion'i' 
r) 
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Hhen the combustion is complete: 
o 
'.j 
.T I~ = 0 fO 
2 
Let 
\V IH 
=: inert (combustion-wise) species from ablator 
N 
c + 
The reaction is: 
\V = Qombustible species 
c 
I] 
= o'Xygen species \'10 
2 
( aN)o -.. N,+ (aN) c 2 c . c 0 
2 products (ine~~t) 
(He) pounds of combustible + (alte) pounds of o"y~",n_[Me (l+a)] pounds. inert 
l 
m ....., 
at II; • m =: 
, 
mO 
2 
So that ~ 
, 2 
mlI 
In schematic form: I 
1/: ... 
I 
• m 
(pv) 0 
• 2 
mr 
1 
= -:-0::: m 
a c 
• 
= m 
c 
·11 
mO 
2 
+ ·11 amO· 
• m 
c 
2 
! 
+ mr 
\ I 
!) 
m = 
since 
Thus: 
e 
.1\ 
.2 
mI 
• 1 
m1 
= 
= 
F 
c 
~
a 
. 
+ m 
c 
. 1 
+ mr 
. 1 
+ fiI 
F 
+ -2. 
a 
o 
rnAo do 
~ 2 
c .' .... 1 
.2 .IT 
- fiI mO 
2 
• 
.11 
":';'m + rnO c 2 
. (l+a) m 
c 
• 
fi 
= .-£ = am 
1 
a. 
F 
c 
1 
F 
c 
a 
1 
F 
c 
1l <n<1 
c--
1::-
(ASl) 
\) 
I 
~J 
o 
I (Wo l , 2 !I e 
\V'O I . I 2 m " 
o 
In a straightforward manner, we can derive the profiles, fo'!" the inert 
and combustible~species. Thus: 
d",v I d IUDr (1 + ~ ) dWrJ (pv)o dy ~ dy dy 
L..... . I 
1-:· dW I [ -1 dWrJ d 
-- -
A' dT) dr, I dn 
WI ("''11)0 
t'vI)o ." CVT) 0 
(7 
-,' 
(~~J 
Ii 
(WI~C [0~e 
1 
= SiJ 
-.In AIda 
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-
e 11e + 
I 
13
2 
= 
(31 
I I 
11 
(Wp) a (W~ C -fa e A da = e P 
, ""::. 
"; , 
i 1 
I' 
tp) C = [( Wp) e ] -fn A do - 13 e 11c P + 13 P P 
11e 
t~o = [ (Wc)~ ] -fa A do - 13 e e + Be e 
11 
= Sc [1 - foCAcdOJ 
119 
) 
() 
-i 
120 
W 
P 
\V 
e 
'YJ = (W) 
ceO 
= 
= 1 
= 
1 
f2A. do 
e JI p -1 
[nc Jo A do 
e P-1 
O<n<n 
--c 
] 
-J/A dcr 
- (~p e c P + 
-~lAda][ 
e c P ~-
= ,~ [1 _ ~\~A1Apda] -~OCA da 
j..\ e·· c e P p 
Ii 
~; 
Il 
-fa CA da] 
e P 
} 
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= 
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VI 
P 
VI p 
= 
= 
(wre) 0 
(3 
p 
= 
= 
f nA cia In p 
e c ,) -1 
f 1A do 
In p 
c 
e -1 
I nA do 
1 - e 
c p 
jnA d n a 
c p 
1 e -
J,lA do 
c p 
e 
lL 
(wre1 ef6AIeda 
Ie 
= 
-1 
n <n<l 
c- -
1 (}.A do 
o Ie . -1 -1 A dO) eJO Ie 
e ~AIedo 
e -1 
// 
,/ 
(A52) 
\,1 
IVIM = 1 -
= 
(AS3) 
.. 
1 
Region I: 
13 1M 1 -
123 
JflAc10 0 
(wIe) e = wI f~Ac1IJ e e 
e 
fT! oAd() 
(AS4) 
e 
O<W'f} W (~ .1 q .. - -- c c c J 0 CAdo 
e 
W = 0 n <n<l c c- -I; 
i, 
f/ 
wa 
2 
wa = a O<n<n 
--c 2 
j,.nAda 
nc 
-1 
(
wo0e 
e 
n <n'~1 wa = l 1Ada c-- 2 
nc 
e -1 
W 
P 
i,lAda 
- n f8 Ada 
c e 
(ASS) = B 1 e n W O<n<n p p 
JocAda 
--c 
e 
l nAda 
,.' nc 
e 
n <n<l W = (3p 1 [lAde; P c- -
Tlc 
e 
(Wp) c + (WIM)c + tIe)c 1 
[ lAda IoncAda ~ ) l 1Ado - Tl ' e + w1e Tlc 1 c : .. + BIM 1 J"~Ada -(3p 1 e e 
e 
. , 
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1:;/ 
' .. :'1 
(T] 
. OA do 
+ r, 1 
e c 
---"; 
= 
c 
.Tic Jo Acda 
e 
+ (~ 1 
.. p 
B 
/8AcdO 
0 -. 
c Tlc fo Acda 
e 
• 
· 
• 
m = mIM + m p 
· 
. 
= m + m IH c 
• . 
m = m + 1l1(1 p c 1'-2 
• (1 !) = m + c 
• (1, + a) = m 
c .. a 
Sp Be ( 1 + a) = a 
To make things even simpler, assume: 
Thus': 
A ~A ~A ~A ~A = A 
p Ie IM 02 c 
1 
1 O<n<Y) 
--c 
\\ li 
;! 
Ii 
II 
I' 
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1'1 
Ii 
)) 
l 
k 1 
/1 I) 
B 
c C 
= 1 
1 -
(A56) 
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\\ 
'I 
1"\ I 
" ,\ 
(( 
(J 
,I 
\i 
or / -(/ 
1\ 
1,1 
where 
'i 
~y { 
,', 
!~'; 
o 
dH =L: [ dy 
=(~ 
'Or 
\-s 
= 
pw, h. + dd Cru) (AS 7) 
1. 1. Y 
w.h. + 
1. l. 
UT 
gJ 
2 
u 
2gJ 
(PV)o H ]= 0 
dh. -'~ dw ·1 () d 1. 1. U U 
W -+ h -, + --
i dy i dy J gJ dYH 
\i]. c)', ddT + L: 'I h.( ddWi) + (u J) ddu 1. Pi' Y 1. Y g, Y 
, , ' 
dT du 
(A58) 
h.ri1 + (E-~ +Y" C p dy ~'--' 1. dy gJ dy 
~[ " ~tH ~J~dT k 
-2: k- = dy C dy 
P 
= 
.J. 
" .1. CD. C " k [ dH +1: 1. E C dy .J. 
P k" 
= (PV)o ~n 
JI 
eWi) h - -i dy ~J (~~)] 
( 
dVl i) 
h. -d- + 
1. Y 
1) hi (::i} + ( " l.J C ---E. _ k;'~ 1) ~J(~~} 
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f~ 
I) 
I, 
J; 
,I 
\~ 
I, 
jJ 
(\ 
0 
f (1 
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c~~ [~~ +' L~ * e. ".,.. 1. P " . . 
C' 
+ 
where 
'.1 [k dT qw = dy 
No~v , ~ 
T 
or 
,') 
1) dw. " ~) .'. 1. (P~ h. 1. dy 
(~. 
(0 V )O (H - HO) 
+ L pD.h. 1. 1. :;i] 
(~~--:;::..-:---:- :-' 
cpt) 0 (u) T. + 
W 
-k 
l.l du = 1 + 
w dy 
Dividing (A59) by (A61), 
i~) /~ 
;'~ ','~ 
(0~ 
dw. k [M +L ( ,\ 1) h. 1 -- Le, - + (Pr 7~ du 1. 1. du 
j.l C 
P " 
(pv) 0 ( H HO) ~ + 
= 
'T + (ov)O u ., w 
dH ;L ( . 1) C~") Le. - hi df/ + du 1. 
]~ du u - 1) gJ dy 
~v/!) 
~~ 
0 
~, 
.', 
\ .. ' 
(pv) 0 u 
i~ 
-1) (~j) ] 
oJ~ U 2 (Pr - 1) -u gJ e 
'Ii 
(pv) 0 (He 1 •• ' - ,Ho) 
1 + <PH /~ . . -, p U C~:e) n p U' qw " e e oJ, e e = Pr ---I + a U 
... 
dq, " Le. - 1 dw. * ~ +L 1. 1. + (~:r--Hor u 2 dil ee Ho) h.~ (gJ) u 1. u e 
'l~ 2ST [~+ ~ ~Jj 
-. Pr -Cf 1 + a U 
qw 
(A59) 
\1 
., 
0 
(A60) 
(A61) 
:'1 
I~, 
I -' 
)1 
" 
d ,1' 
jf~ 
o:Pr ~1I H 
du 1 + au 
\j"' H 
1 
(: 
'2:.(Le: - 1) j'~ h. dw. r.Pr 1 1 
= 1 + enl H - H du 
e 0 
u j'~ U ;f~ ~ U.Pr du U '-'lPr du 1 + au 1 + (iU 0 ~: 0 t * = e t;;Pr 1 + au 0 
-;', 
'2:. (Le: 1) hi CWi) CPr - 1) 
"1 
= e 
-'2:. 
= e 
e 
H - H du H - H 
e 0 
1 i'~ ~ aPr du 
o 1 + (Xu 
1 
( ," Le. 1 
~ ;'~ .J.Pr dii 1 + :.:ii o 
1 j', ~ aPr du" 
o 
e" 
1 + au elil .. 
e 0 
u .'. 
.-~ aPr du 
o 1 + au [ ~.~ 
l:;Pr 
1 + au 
dw. 
1 
du 
,,, 
aPr dil" 
1 + au" if~ 
c:Pr 
1. + au 
dw. 
1 
du" 
2 *;'~ u CPr - 1) e 
-- u H - H· gJ 
e 0 
ue
2 
-] --u gJ du 
'2 . 
lie ~ ,,] d-" 
-- li U gJ 
elil 
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+ 
= 
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-;'~ 
CPr - 1) 
H - H 
e 0 
I
1
,pr"d1l 
o 1 + xU 
= 1 + e .. 
u 
e 
gJ 
2 
;" 
:xPr dil 
1 + :dl 
d,oj 
. i 
"--- + di1 
1 l Pr ~I~du 
o 
For the case of an impermeable and inert surface: 
1 
1 + f _ (Pr ~~ - l) 
J II - H () e 0 
2 (~ (il) dil 
. ~---->--------------
. 1 
S Pr \lu 
o 
fJ ' 
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APPENDIX B 
CHAR-FOR-tING ABLATOR PERFORMANCE PREDICTION 
Effect of Boundary Layer Combustion 
on Surface Recession 
This derlvRtion is an extension of the basic approach of Lees (ref. 29). 
For an elemental species diffusing to the wall when all molecular species 
have the same binary dlffusivity: 
IV 
( m..) = - (f:D ~j) + (K· lit) (Bl) j w 11 0 ~ w j W 
When similarity exists between enthalpy and concentration: 
IV v 
Kj -' Kjw _ H.s - Hw 
'" 'V - (B2) 
K· - K· Hse- Hw je JW 
Hence 
(B4) 
Assuming no storage, 
IV "-oJ 
1iLj ,.. = ~ Kjr + ~c t(je 
132 
'I S~bsti~ut(,'~~, ,t~iS expression into eq. (B5) and letting tf = f"'~ ~t and 
'l?\. = "M.r i ) ." .. ~ Kjr + yi,., Ksc :: -1fk.J~ + 7J. ~W' + ~'''' (~c;+ bl.1) 
Solving for R 'w ' .. J r... "'\, ...... 
f(. =- Jtf kjy + m.~ Kjc + 1f k'J~ 
.\ W if + -me + -m.1' 
Dividing numerator and tlenom.i.nator by ~e + -m..r ,letting (Wt..c.. +~) /11- = 11 I 
and -mc:/-m,2.- otwand noting that -m./m-N= 01./ (1+0(.) end "';"1 /~=-t~O(.: 
K. = l~irl(I+0( ... ')1 +- toll¥' /0+« ... ] K,'c + ~e la I 
J~I 
Rearranging: 
(B6) 
13'+ \ 
where it is assumed that no diffusion takes place itl the porous solid, i.e., 
beyond the 'Wall (y -' 0). I 
By eq. (Bl), for the case of oxygen from air: 
since fo'r' a frozen boundalj" layer, molecular and elements;l species mass 
fractions are similar. . 
Assuming all 02 diffusing from the boundary layer edge is consumed at 
the wall, or in homogeneous reactions, K • Thus: 
~'&/W 
(B8) 
• Another expression for ~~/W is obtained from the fluxes of gaseous products 
which have reacted with 02 at the wall. For the case of Ca burning to CO or 
C~. II 
-WI. =: - ~ ('~"W tvi"l01\ - L f. K. r. «,,~ M9')-m.. ~,w O<Cw Mev.) . ~ C,f \0Cr~ Mr~ f 
L 
From eqs. (B8) and (B9), the wall mass flux due to combustion is: 
(:&10) 
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-
" 
Defining 
A - r:1.CYJ Mew -
otl!JW Mo.v (Bll) 
anrl 
A == ~ fi Ki t o(o~ Moi o(cw' ~c",) 
~ r C(rL Mri o(DW ~w (B12) 
eq. (BlO) becomes 
(B13) 
On the basis of the observed recession rate and virgin plastic-char interface 
recession rate ( -M.c:!=fcSc j ~::r f'9 Sp) values otA were calculated from the 
data of reference 24, l1ssuming thf.t <fata at 150 seconds were representative 
of average performance and that chemical model A of the following section 
applied. This value of A was then correlated as shown in figurE; 3}~ • 
. Chemical Models for Combustion 
are: 
Reaction 1. 
Reaction 2 
Reaction 3 
8i02 = (8i) + ° s 2 
( 8 i ) + (1/2) 02 = ( 8 i ° ) 
s g 
5 [( C) s + ( 1/ ,,) O2 = co] 
The re8ctions assumed 
~h at 20')0, "K, cal. 
(reference 30) 
-225,900 
+36,700 
5 . 28,430 
Overall reaction (8i02 )s + 5(C)s + 202 = (SiO) + 5CO Reaction 4 g 
-57,000 
-855 Btu/lb residue 
m 
For reaction 4, the value of a.fc·w Mew is due to contributions fran silica 
and carbon, while the value of D( M is due to oxygen. 
t1W ow 
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Thus 
A :: _ OI.cw Mew = 
«()'II Mow 
(I )("0) + (Sx IV _ 
------------------
L875. 
There is some question as to the applicability of this model at the 
conditions attained 1n thi~ ~ontract, especially in light of the presence of 
white siliceous residue sometimes observed on the ablation models. There-
fore, a second model waf derived for this case. 
Carbon Combustion, Model B, with Recession of Residual Silica. - The 
reaction assumed is: 
Reaction 5 
with silica removed mechanically, or sintered. Since about 1/2 of the residue 
by weight is carbon, the heat of combustion becomes 2130 Btu/lbm residue. 
The use of this reaction leads to the same correlation for A , provided 
eq. (Bl3) is changed to read: 
(Bl4) 
The inclusion of the Lewis number is ~uggested, in ref. 34. The effective 
Lewis numbers used fq,r dissociated e:~r are available in ref. 33. For reaction 
5, 
I x 1ft 
J..x3~ 
~ 
= 0.75 
Reaction 5 is assumed. to occur in the turbulent ab.lation tests conducted 
for this contract. 
Heat of Combustion of Eyrolysis Gases - The pyrolysis gases have an ascribed 
approximate fornru.la C" H~.s 0, based on elemental ana~sis of virgin plastic 
and residue. Assuming that oxygen is present as H20, SUbstances having an 
overall fomula C2, 1-4.1..5 remain for combustion. This formula suggests the 
presence of acetylene, which has a heat of combustion derived as follows: 
(Ali I cal.~ 
Reaction 7 C,2. H:t, + 54 0 .. = ~ COfL + 11,2. 0 3 co, (JOO 
Reaction 8 
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Reaction 9 
Reaction 10 C..z.l-Ia + f Oz = ~~O + H.z.o 1'4,700 
II) 400 BTU!,J",.. Ca,H,2. 
It )1s asm.uned that the Sz H.2,'Sportion of the pyrolysis gases has this value; 
her1(ce the heai. of r.ombustiOl~ for the pyrolysis gases becomes: 
where ~~6.5 ano t'4.5 represent th~ formula weights of ~ H.z.. 5 and e~ 144.5 0, 
respec~ti vely . The heat of combustion will be considerably higher if free 
hydrog,en is pl.~sent) or if COo' is a combustion product. For the Apollo 
c 
ablation data available, CO 1s the thennodynamically preferred product; 
hence)1 nuats of (!ornbustlon based on CO as a product are used in present heat 
balan(!e's.. This practice is Justified as follows. An estimate of the ratio of 
the clJncentrntion of CO to t.hat of C02 1s given by the equilibrium constant 
for the reaction: . 
React.ion 11 COL == CO + i 02- [cole 0.t.1 Kr= : [c.O.z.1 
valu~~s for 'Wr:ich may be obtained fram ref. 36. The ratio [co 11 [ CO2 ] 
; s a funct i 0:'1 of t 021 • For diffusion-limited -wall combustion, (02]"* = 
O( 10-4) atm. at 1 atm total pressure in air, as predicted by a rtonequilibriwn 
_.:1Intt18.r houndar~1 ., ayer program available at Boeing (ref. 37). Hence, for 
example at 324()~ R, reo] I [C02J = 0(5). Since Kp increases with tempera-
ture!, so will [CO J / [C02) •. Also, since pyrolysis· gas co~hustton causes a 
decrease in [02] , 'the rat.io [CO) / [C02)becomes greater. 
Silica Sublimation 
The usual gas kinetic theory rate of vaporization is given by: 
(B16) 
where P is in atm., T in OR, and m 1n lbm/rt2-sec. .From da'ta in ref. 38 
the vapor pressure of si11ca may be expressed as: 
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4 - 46OD'!, 
--0 = 4.2 X \0 )( loT 
Js~t (B17) 
A rough estimate of the rate of si11ca sublimation, assuming Pi = 0, 
that silica 1s the/pnly species vaporizing, and that 
• ;4" lolOe - \03/~eo;;-
1Jl..SUB :: .i.r V:z. 
At tV 6000/oR equa.tion (B18) may be cast as ~ 
~ - 10-2 (see ref. 39) VI 
(B18) 
8 - '03/~ooh) ~ = 0 (..5')C 10 e 
sus (B19) 
.--, 
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APPENDIX C 
Detenninatton of Test Section Conditions 
The rnet,h·xlD for det.ermt n ing the test section conditions for those runs 
utilil,ing r€--constltuted air atmospheres are d.iscussed :! n this appendix. The 
assumptior: of equilibrium air in the test sect:ton is made and the results are 
based on equilibrium air properties as found in ref. 32. 
The averaee tot.al enthalpy and the static pressure of the flow at the en-
trance to the test section are known. The average total enthalpy may be ex-
pressed as: 
I1'! addition, 
(I Z 
,.A-b 
H b = h b + ZQ-J K. 
1 0 l j ~- (-'!:::..) K. = lou.. lA.b A c..f... 
o rb b 
the cor,tinui'ty equation gives: 
(Cl) 
A va.lue for th~ static enthalpy h b is assume~. Using the charts of ref. 32 
with Poo and hb ' the static temperature} entropy, and compressibility may be 
determined for this state. Using the equat i.onl':)f state, the\ free-stream 
dens t ty m~y be detel~ined as: 
// 
/(/ 
Equation (Cl) is solved for l1b 
Equation (C2) i 6 solved for 
(C4) 
and the two average free-stream vel-oci ties are compared. A new value for the 
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static enthalpy is assumed and the process is continued Wltil a balance of the 
velocity 1s achieved. Based on these average conditlons; the free-stream 
ratio of specific heats, the sonic velocity, Rnd the Mach nllmber can be ob-
tained. 
Consider fully developed turbulent flow thr(')ugh a circula.r section of 
cross-sectional area equal t.o that of the channel area. Let it be asslll1led 
that the v~locity .distrihut"inn in the cir~ular section follo'Ws the one-seventh 
po'Wer la'W, i.~'.: 
"lherc: 
1 I 
~~ = l /(1 - ,,) 1 " d A 
() 
A : r/R. .• 
lJ.. b = bulL.avLr~ v'i(roh{ 
t..le.. ;::; {£)rL if lotvt Ly 
Q = 5eLtlon (8d i~~ 
r = {oec \ r&1\'uS 
Performing the indicated integration: 
9~ 
:. .= 
11...0 0.81 {p 7 
Hence, the core velocity and total enthalpy may be obtained from: 
and. 
t.Lt. :: LLb I O.81IP 7 
2, 
1Lt... H :::-AJ. + 
e. «J l,!J 
In addition, the Mach number bas.ed on the core velocity is: 
Plasma Tunnel Heat Balance 
(c6) 
(c8) 
// 
(ClO) 
The average total enthalpy of the plasma flow at the entrance to the test 
section is obtained from a heat balance between the energy input to the arc. 
heater and the heat abs9.rbed by the tunnel cooling water. 
' ... ./ 
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. 
The energy input to arc heater Q A is the product of the arc current :t;"1 
the arc voltage VA ' and a factor of 0.0009481 to convert from watts to Btu! 2 
sec: 
(Cll) 
The heat tram, ferred from the plasma flow toa,11 components of the plasma 
tunnel up to thE' entrance to the test section is manifested by a rise in the 
temperature of' the water coolant circulating through these components. The 
water 'flow W, in pounds per second, was measured by a Potter Turbine Flow-
. meter. If the l,~mperature rise of the coolant 1.,5.n Tc and th~ water specific 
heat is assumed ~.o be 1.0, then the heat loss to the wflter Q w' is: 
If the plasma mass flow rate M. (Ibm/sec) and enthalpy of the constituent 
gases is Ht( (Btu/ibm), then the average total enthalpy of the plasma flow at 
the entrance to the test section becomes 
It should be emphasized that this is an average total enthalpy. The "core" or 
boundary layer edge value will be higher due to the velocity and temperature 
profiles in the flow. This was ¢Uscussed in the previous section. As men-
tioned previously, eq. (Cl3) was programmed to facilitate data reduct/lon for 
all, checkout, calibration, and test runs./ 
1:, 
Experimental and Analytical Ablator 
Temperature fiesponse 
Figures 4 7 ~hrd~'l.g}-l \ 66 show the thermocouple time-temperature responses 
\ 
as generated oy theOrthulDst drafting machine from the time-millivolt outpu.t 
of each of the platinum-·platinum 13'-' rhodium thermocouples.' 
The Boeing CHARM Computer program (reference 22) was rwl for selected runs 
in order to verify the thermocouple resp0nses. The surface temperature 
history and the average surface recession rate along with the char and virgin 
materi6.l ablation properties were input. Table V lists those properties. 
Table II gives the actual thermoc~~ple depths for all models as determined 
from model X-rays. Figures 28 through 33 show the actua1and calculated time-
temperature histories for selected thermocouples of matrix runs 5, 9, 10, 11, 
12, and 13 .It is seen that, in general, excellent agre~ment between experi-
ments,l and predicted temperature response is obtained for 'those thermoCO'\lples 
which are located at the shallow and intermediate depths. '~e predicted-'" 
• j', ,1 
Ii 
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i' 
" 
.i 
I' 
I' ;/ 
.\ ) 
./ 
temperatures for those thermocouples at the greateat depths, however, are 
somewhat lower than the test values. The primary property affecting th.e 
temperature response 01' the 'deep thermocouples is the virgin plastic thermal 
diffusivity. The virgin plastic thermal con?uctivity .and specific heat of 
Table V used in generating ·the temperature responaes of figures 23 through 28 
were supplied by NASA/MSC. Table VI lists the actual and the predicted char 
layer thic.koesses for matrix rWlS 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13. 
't 
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Temperature Response of Model 1 
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Temperature Response of Model 2 
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Tempe.'rature Response of Model 2 
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Temper&ture Response of Model 3 
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Temperature Reaponse of Model 8 
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Temperature Response of Model 8 
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Temperature Re.~n.e of Model 9 
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Temperature Response of Model 10 
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Temperatur@ Response or MOdel 13 
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Taperature Response of Model 16 
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Temperature Response or Moele1 17 
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APPENDIX D 
SUMMARY OF NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND COMPL~ER PROGRAM 
In the present program, equations of the following type are considered: 
where 
f{~) 
~ = J [f(5),SJ d.W;) 
f(~o ) 
f 
f (;) = Ift-( f, 1) I (, 1] 1 rill 
1, 
rf(1) ~ ![t(~1),r,1Jz d~ 
(Dl) 
(D2) 
In equations (5) to (8) 1(;) may represent ~m (5') raJ~) etc~1 rrr,1) 
represents £t.) r, etb. Equation .(Dl) is the integ~ated form of equations 
(5) to (8) as can be seen by simply letting S = R~"I- (41'~) and I=- R.I!", (5)1 
etc. 
The solution of the integral equation (D1) requires that the lower l:tmit 
of integration I ( rD ) be known or for that matter a.ny one value of I at 
a specified ~. In the present case,/(5)ls taken at the stagnation point. 
If it is assumed that the boundary layer thickness at the stagnation pointris 
z;ero (as 1s done here)) t.hen . 
r': <= 0 at f(.e.1-- = 0 
Equ~tions (Dl) and (D3) are solved by successive approxim8tions~ An 
) algor! thIn may be formulated as follows: r 
(i) Associate x, f<!.l!m J Cf!Z ,. ~ . w:!.th ~:: () ; (i1) Determine all functions depending on x euch aa ILl. , Itt . .. ; 
(iii) Select a new ~r from an a prior! determined array; 
(iv) Approximate eq. (03) 8S 
Ii 
(ri (r, 1) -! [tn·, (f, 1) I ~ ( (m>'ti) I 1 Jl- d1 (1)4) 
until aui table conve:rgence is attained, 
(v) Approximate eq~ (Dl) as ~ 
5 (ull1lt , f1tW) : S ( IJ;) old) t E ~ 'L 7" 7'.i.:.I f (D5) 
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where f(fjJ 
6ft = J (f1..!IJ) dt 
f(r -i-f) 1-
(vi) Either: (a) Exhaust if'" array (end of case) 
(b) Exceed n pres~rihed ma.ximum value of x (end o'f case) 
(c) Select another tfrrn+ (go to iIi) 
IrJ stel' (v) it is assumed that u.:n ,lI!.eIJ and rf, vary linearly wi t.h Re hi 
Functions 01' x sLlch as Pi. , (', Tw ' Te, , (j.., U.v 'Pe.. an~~ are def'1.ned in 
tables. Where deri vati ves are required (e.g., d 1" Ikt-/ tdRt.~J the differentia-
tion is done numerically. 
The conoistency of the algorithm is demonstrated by solving the flow 
field wi. t.h di fferent arrays of l/Int-. 'rhe hel:\t transfer and skin -friction 
c~fficients are not signlficant~y affected by these choices. 
The numerical solution of the five algebraic equations for the charring 
ablator is done by iteration on first order approximations. In general, the 
convergence properties are excellent. A few cases have diverged but these 
usually represent data for whitch the equations are not applicable. Perhaps 
the most perplexing problem is the existence of multiple roots in the neigh-
lwrhood of the desired solution. Superficial efforts to eliminate the undesira-
ble root,s have only demonstrated the existence Of roots not in the neighbor-
hood. .An effe~tl ve method of selecting the }::roper !'oot 1s to use appreciably 
underestimated f':{.l"~it guesses fo~' mp and ~"", a value of 6.0 for ...A.. ,. 10 -, for 
. -, . 
me, lind 10 for m ~h · 
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